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the boys i mean are not refined

they go with girls who buck and bite

they do not give a fuck for luck

they hump them thirteen times a night

one hangs a hat upon her tit

one carves a cross on her behind

they do not give a shit for wit

the boys i mean are not refined

they come with girls who bite and buck

who cannot read and cannot write

who laugh like they would fall apart

and masturbate with dynamite

the boys i mean are not refined

they cannot chat of that and this

they do not give a fart for art

they kill like you would take a piss

they speak whatever's on their mind

they do whatever's in their pants

the boys i mean are not refined

they shake the mountains when they dance

--e. e. cummings
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“the boys i mean are not refined”: THE SEARCH FOR IDENTITY IN

CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN NOVELS

Jamie Valentine

New College of Florida, 2009

ABSTRACT

Many contemporary novelists explore a complex notion of identity. In these texts,

characters create and recreate their identities, responding to the forces of their social

world. I examine J. D. Salinger’s The Catcher in the Rye (1945), Sherman Alexie’s

Indian Killer (1996) and Junot Díaz’s The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao (2007)

following their young male protagonists in their search for a sense of identity. 

This thesis first explores the various strategies and tactics employed by the

characters in the process of creating their identity: language, the search for community,

sexuality, and violence. The success of each of these strategies varies for each individual

character: Díaz’s Yunior, for example, uses several styles of slang in order to enact an

identity that maintains many facets of his sense of self, yet characters in Indian Killer and

The Catcher in the Rye find themselves caught in linguistic worlds that are too narrow

and inflexible. I include a discussion of Cormac McCarthy’s Blood Meridian (1985) in

order to explore what it looks like when one of these identification strategies overrides

the others, in this case, violence. Next, I discuss the relationship between these characters
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and their social worlds; each character faces policing from their community in an attempt

to control the type of identity that is allowed for young men. I use the work of Michel

Foucault and D. A. Miller to understand the policing mechanisms of these novelistic

worlds, from the normalizing world of upper-class boarding schools to the culture of

panopticism within the Dominican American community as a result of the Trujillo

regime. 

How could characters maintain a multiplicity of identities in order to partially

avoid this policing? To answer this question, the third chapter draws heavily on the

writings of Gloria Anzaldúa and her concepts of mestiza consciousness and nepantlerism.

I also examine other characters from The Catcher in the Rye and Indian Killer in order to

see if they can employ a multiple identity model in the world they share with the main

characters, and I include a discussion of the border-crossing character Wittman from

Maxine Hong Kingston’s Tripmaster Monkey (1989).  As represented in these novels,

identity is not a firm category but rather an idea that is ever-changing, allowing for social

policing but also personal growth. 

Andrea Dimino, Thesis Sponsor

Humanities Division 
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Introduction: The Importance of Slippery Definitions

In an interview with Evelyn Nien-Ming Ch’ien, Junot Díaz describes the strange

moment that lead him to conceive of his 2007 Pulitzer Prize-winning novel The Brief

Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao. While on a panel of male writers of color, he noticed that

all of them, including himself, were writing stories about drug dealers, despite their lived

reality as academics. Díaz saw this as dangerous because “what these guys are writing is,

what they’re basically doing is regurgitating back to a white audience, a white

mainstream, the image--the twisted warped image they have of us” (Ch’ien 225). To

correct this, Díaz endeavored to “write a book, a story, about a fucking nerd. And not just

about a nerd, but deploy the language, to tell the story in the language of the nerd. It’s not

enough to write about what I would consider the losing end” (Ch’ien 226). 

Díaz goes on to explain that the silent popularity of “nerdy” pastimes in the

“people of color” community is symptomatic of the specific and limiting definition of

hypermasculinity imposed from within and without these communities. He claims: “It’s

such a part of our lives, what being a ghetto boy is, and it’s--yet it’s almost absent from

this two-dimensional posturing of masculinity” (Ch’ien 227). For seemingly all human

communities, including the one Díaz describes, there is an emphasis placed on an

expected identity that must be conformed to in order to achieve social acceptance. This

performance of identity is certainly troubling, but is perhaps inescapable; although Díaz

resists and complicates how his community defines masculinity, this strictly maintained

boundary does not simply fade away.

What happens, then, when the expected identity conflicts with one’s actual,

experienced sense of self? It is often, of course, hidden, as Díaz sees in the
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hypermasculine and secretly nerdy men of his community; unfortunately, this leads to

incredible personal dissatisfaction. Many scholars have discussed the importance of a

socially accepted and expected identity performance, most notably Judith Butler. In

Gender Trouble, Butler theorizes that “gender is in no way a stable identity or locus of

agency from which various acts proceed; rather it is an identity tenuously constituted in

time--an identity instituted through a stylized repetition of acts” (Rivkin and Ryan 900).

Not only gender identity, but all categories of identity, can be created and performed in

such a way.

This conflict between what comes to seem like two or more distinct selves has

become a focus not only in literary studies, but in the social sciences as well. In “The

Role of Emotion and Narrative in the Reciprocal Construction of Identity,” Horrocks and

Callahan describe the early theories of identity in a psychological context. They claim

that since the conception of individual thought in the Cartesian cogito, the construction of

a sense of self is seen as coming specifically from the individual mind. They go on to

claim: “Currently, research within the social sciences is building on the concept of

identity as a process of negotiating ambiguity” (Horrocks and Callahan 69). This idea of

identity as negotiation, a continual process, works well in tandem with the creative form

of the novel and the characters within it. 

Sociology is naturally more interested in group or community identities, the way a

community thinks of itself. Recently, one focus has been the study of the effect of

globalization on a group identity. The  scholars contributing to the collection Hybrid

Identities: Theoretical and Empirical Examinations generally agree that globalization

creates cultural hybridization, or a culture somewhere between what is generally
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considered two disparate cultures, when “the local and the global [communities] interact

to create a new identity that is distinct in each context” (Smith and Leavy 3). This

hybridization happens instead of “differentiation” or “assimilation," an all-out rejection

or acceptance of the non-local identity. This terminology of hybridization is also found in

the literary branch of cultural studies, notably as described by Homi K. Bhabha: “[the

hybrid] is not a third term that resolves the tension between two cultures [. . . .] [it]

creates a crisis for any concept of [colonial] authority” (Rivkin and Ryan 1176).

Hybridity is clearly not a location of comfort, but rather a place of complication. For the

characters that this thesis studies, the complication arises in a very troubling way; it is not

only their communities that are in constant tension, but their very sense of who they are.

What does this word identity mean, anyway? In a strictly definitional sense,

provided by the Oxford English Dictionary, it means “The sameness of a person or thing

at all times or in all circumstances; the condition or fact that a person or thing is itself and

not something else; individuality, personality.” However, this definition clearly contains

some flaws concerning the working reality of the term. Scholars, as they tend to do, will

probably redefine this term indefinitely. Many would likely argue that identity is far more

abstract and ever-changing than the OED would indicate, or perhaps that this definition

implies that identities are wholly personal, existing in a society-free vacuum. I would be

inclined to agree. For the purposes of this thesis, “identity” indicates a fictive identity in a

fictive world, although informed by the lived reality of various authors, and not without

potential application to our reality. Identity here is not imagined as a fixed truth, but

rather something that is alterable, subject to continual creation by the individual and by

the social world’s policing of that individual. It cannot be divorced from the societies that
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these characters inhabit, but is something that they can individually choose to create or

express in various ways. Again, we could argue that there may be little or no individual

control. However, without any agency, the human condition begins to look unbelievably

bleak, something this thesis aims to be at least slightly more positive about. It is

particularly interesting that the renowned Oxford English Dictionary would be so limited

in defining this term, in the opinion of many; I have found that any attempt to define

“identity” is much like trying to nail Jell-o to a wall. This linguistic slipperiness reflects

the alterability of any sense of identity that literary characters can create for themselves,

the way in which they can never be certain of who they are. When even the very term is

contentious, how is it possible to eke out a firm sense of self? It certainly is not easy, and

requires a campaign of self-discovery, as represented in the novels discussed here.

By exploring three ways that novelistic worlds and the characters within them

conceive of identity, I am attempting to understand and yet simultaneously further

problematize how fictional identity works. The characters in the main novels that I

discuss, J. D. Salinger’s The Catcher in the Rye, Sherman Alexie’s Indian Killer, and

Junot Díaz ’s The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao, do not progress in the order that my

chapters do, from self-creation to avoiding society’s policing to a new, hybridized sense

of self. Their relationship to their identity is always in flux, and each new formulation is

inseparable from the others. The title of this thesis, from e. e. cummings’s poem “the

boys i mean are not refined,” refers to the “unrefined“ nature of these young male

characters, and their use of violence, sexuality, and profanity to explore that complicated

and often socially unacceptable identity. This poem is striking because its incredibly

profane style is matched incongruously with the final line: “they shake the mountains
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when they dance.” I have chosen to focus on these three particular novels because of the

emotionally interesting way that their conflicted identities are presented; the troubled

characters within these texts experience a very real pain. Despite all of their violence,

profanity, and social unacceptability these boys can shake mountains when they dance:

they make a reader both laugh and cry with their dialogue and actions. This emotional

pull makes the characters and their struggles very interesting and complicated to work

with, and additionally emphasizes the ways in which “identity” is an undeniably complex

and personal issue. 

The first chapter of this thesis explores the tactics and strategies these troubled

characters employ in order to create a sense of identity that they can accept and that also

works within their community. I discuss four major categories: language, the search for

origins, sexuality, and violence. Often the characters are working within or against a

specific idea of what their “self” should be, and the modes or strategies that they use are

attempts to better fit that ideal, often by rejecting parts of their identities that trouble

them. These are categories that are seen prominently across all three texts, although there

are perhaps endless ways to describe how characters can define themselves. Language

often works as a way to define membership in a group. However, our characters do not

have such an easy time of it; the world of The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao contains

many languages within English and Spanish that further complicate identity, while the

ability to access a group language is removed from the Seattle characters of Indian Killer.

The second category, a search to identify with origins, works similarly, as characters

attempt to fit better into a group’s sense of identity. Although a time-honored model of

understanding one’s self, this often proves problematic for characters that are straddling
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two or more worlds, as these characters are. Sexuality, the third category, is used in part

to identify with a group; for Díaz’s young men, sexual prowess is a marker of “true”

Dominican masculinity. However, sexuality can also be used to actively reject those

troubling parts of one’s identity that keep them from fitting neatly into one strict self, as

exemplified in the way Alexie’s Reggie Polatkin seeks out degrading sexual experiences

with white women in order to create his sense of self in opposition to them. The final

category discussed is that of violence; as with sex, characters sometimes employ violence

to identify with a social group and other times to define themselves against it. Salinger’s

Holden imaginatively casts himself in violent movies to see himself in a new way, but he

also punches his roommate Stradlater, a representative of an adult masculinity that

Holden is attempting to reject. 

The second chapter focuses on the ways in which the created and performed

identities of these young male characters are policed in their communities, drawing on the

work of Foucault and D. A. Miller. Holden faces the identity education of a boarding

school; Alexie’s John and Reggie experience the terror of the official police force and the

vigilante policing of society, and Díaz ’s Oscar and Yunior are part of a community

haunted by Trujillo’s police state. By internalizing these policing forces, our characters’

identities, or at least how they present their identities, are altered considerably, and

perhaps removed from their control to varying degrees. Again, this policing happens

simultaneously with the self-creation described in the first chapter, and the characters

behave as though they retain agency. Depending on personal beliefs about social policing

and agency, their belief could be actively changing their identity, or they could actually

be having an illusion of self-control that allows the policing to continue. 
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After the pessimistic and potentially disheartening second chapter, the third

chapter aims to explore a possible method by which our characters can both enact an

identity that satisfies them and yet feel that their sense of self has not be completely

forced out of their creation. Gloria Anzaldúa’s concepts of mestiza consciousness and

nepantlerism can be linked to other theoretical conceptions of multiple positionalities: the

ability of a single individual to occupy various subjectivities, as used by such writers as

Susan Stanford Friedman and Mae Gwendolyn Henderson. I apply the possibility of a

hybrid or plural identities to each novelistic world. Each novel contains characters that

arguably work with multiple, exchangeable senses of self; however, this comfort with a

fluid identity escapes Oscar, Holden, Reggie and John. The causes of this discomfort are

many, including a deep desire to feel and appear authentic, and the strictness with which

their expected roles are policed.

Although I consider it unproductive, in many ways, to attempt to place the novels

of Salinger, Alexie and Díaz  in a hard and fast genre category is unproductive, two of the

many genre considerations will perhaps be interesting and helpful: the “postmodern” and

the “novel.” Both have definitions as slippery as “identity,” and may only apply in part to

each text. Postmodernism as a cohesive term is quite difficult to describe, even for the

Johns Hopkins Guide to Literary Theory and Criticism, accessed in an online format. As

a field of study, postmodernism spans across disciplines, from architecture to literature.

For Jean-François Lyotard, postmodernism involves a “world in which decisions are

made on the basis of local conditions and are applicable only in that limited context.

Individuals participate in a multitude of such localities, and the lessons, beliefs, and

practices of one site are not transferable to any other” (McGowan). This rejection of one
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singular sense of being is essential to the concept of multiple positionalities that I explore

in the third chapter of this thesis, the fluidity of the human experience. 

Another commonly cited tenet of postmodernism that is often included in its

definitions is the inescapability of pop culture influences; many critics see

postmodernism’s difference from modernism in its firm reclamation of the active place of

the individual artist in society, which high modernism sought to reject (McGowan). The

novels explored here are incredibly influenced by popular culture, and it is an explicit

part of the way their central characters work to define themselves. Holden sometimes

sees himself, as I have mentioned, as a Hollywood movie hero, Oscar and Yunior

frequently reference their favorite comic books, and Reggie struggles with John Wayne’s

hatred for Indians. Formulations of postmodernism often read popular sources as

inextricable from internal life, and these novels do, as well.

The final, and perhaps, most relevant consideration of postmodernism in this

introduction lies in its comfort with ambiguity. The Johns Hopkins Guide entry on this

topic concludes: “We appear to be in a pluralistic, eclectic moment in which both artists

and critics use bits and pieces of various theories and cultural materials without being

concerned about allegiance to one side or the other in some central debate. [. . .] At the

very least, postmodernism signals the multiplication of voices, questions, and conflicts

that has shattered what seemed to be (although it never really was) the placid unanimity

of the great tradition and the West that gloried in it” (McGowan). Postmodernists seek not

only to excuse but also to value an inability to firmly define itself or anything else. The

central conflict faced by the characters in these novels is a discomfort with slippery

definitions of their own identity; success, if they could achieve it, would involve a
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newfound comfort with the various ambiguities of any human identity.

Although this ease with ambiguity is, in many ways, exciting and helpful, it

naturally poses its own set of problems. Slippery definitions, while perhaps more true to

reality, are harder to work with, since each new scholar, myself included, takes such

words down their own path. Critics are also more free to create their own terminology;

for example, what one person terms “multiple positionalities” can also be called

mestizaje, métissage, hybridity, multiplicity of identities or many other terms. 

Narrative, here in the novel form, has particular power in the creation of identity.

We can see a significant link to literature in the qualitative psychological study of

Horrocks and Callahan, which explores the role of narrative in negotiating one’s social

identity in order to read as acceptable in the world. They theorize that “creating a sense of

identity through storytelling allows us to participate in interpersonal relationships, while

constructing and sustaining a satisfying self-concept. Through a unique interplay of

managing emotional experiences and constructing a way of communicating those

experiences to others, and ourselves, we begin to construct who we think we are”

(Horrocks and Callahan 69).

Since narrative can be a psychologically valuable site for identity creation,

fictional forms are particularly good at fulfilling that role. In the groundbreaking study of

English fiction, Ian Watt’s The Rise of the 'ovel, he suggests that “the novel is surely

distinguished from other genres and from previous forms of fiction by the amount of

attention it habitually accords both to the individualisation of its characters and to the

detailed presentation of their environment” (Watt 18). Although Watt’s novels are very

narrowly defined as long, linear realist works, a way that has since been rightfully
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problematized and is different from our three non-linear and not necessarily realist

novels, the tradition of telling the “life story” of the growing human, slowly making sense

of their surroundings, still applies very interestingly. Holden insists on the very first page

of his narrative that his story is not about “all that David Copperfield kind of crap,” and

yet we learn quite a bit about who he is and how he came to be this way. The long

narrative form of the novel allows for a deep meditation on individual characters, even

when the novel is not a nineteenth-century realist work. 

For our consideration of multiple positionalities, we draw on Bahktin’s

conception of the novel as an important site for presenting dialogism or heteroglossia,

multivalent voices and characters within one text that appears to have a single cohesive

narrative voice. Not only does the novel allow for multiple characters, but it also opens a

framework for the exploration of multiple facets and voices of one character. Within

Bahktin’s formulation, it is impossible for a novel to be entirely monologic “because the

narrator, no matter how authorial and representative of the ‘official’ culture, cannot avoid

representing differing and even contrary viewpoints in the process of relating the

thoughts and remarks of the diverse group of literary characters that inevitably populate a

credible fictional world” (Murfin and Ray 107). 

Terminology referring to multiple identity models comes from various contexts.

Hybridity, for example, has its origins in the theoretical movement of postcolonialism;

Anzaldúa’s nepantlerism springs very specifically from her writings based on her own

life story; and Bahktin‘s heteroglossia refers to issues of dialogue. Despite their distinct

origins, these terms are often as slippery in definition as the very category of identity. In

the same respect, the novels I explore leave quite a bit open-ended; their conclusions are
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ambiguous, and their characters’ identities remain incomplete to the very last. This thesis,

in the end, works with difficult questions, not expecting definitive answers.
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Chapter One

Battlegrounds: Strategies and Tactics for Identity Creation

The paths characters may take to explore, create or define themselves can be very

different. J. D. Salinger’s most famous work, The Catcher in the Rye, published in 1945,

follows sixteen-year-old Holden Caulfield during his several-day adventure in New York

City. Holden is an upper-class white teenager who has failed out of his most recent elite

boarding school, despite his clearly high intellect. As a member of the privileged class,

Holden has a definite example of the adult masculine identity that he must work within.

However, he feels a philosophical objection to nearly everything that comes along with

that identity, and has incredible difficulty reconciling that expectation with his inner

reality.

Sherman Alexie’s 1996 novel Indian Killer features John Smith, who, like

Holden, grows up in a privileged white household. However, John was adopted by his

white parents and is visibly a member of the Native American population. Although John

is older than Holden (probably in his late twenties), he feels a similar sense that he does

not know quite who he is: he cannot reconcile his white upbringing with his Indian

ancestry. Seemingly, he begins to lose his mind, while the city of Seattle explodes into a

war of hate crimes between whites and Indians in the wake of serial murders featuring

“Indian” tropes such as scalpings and feathers. Since this is a discussion largely about

how characters create and experience their own identity, I will be using the term Indian to

refer to the sense of their own cultural identity that many of Alexie’s characters describe,

and using Native American to refer to more “biological” connotations. For me to adopt

the currently more politically correct Native American to describe a sociocultural position
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when the characters do not use it themselves would be a type of cultural ventriloquism

that is a very slippery colonizing slope. Like John Smith, Reggie Polatkin also

experiences an internal conflict between what he sees as his “white” self and his “Indian”

self. Reggie is the child of an Indian mother and an abusive white father who endeavored

to “beat the Indian” out of his son. As an adult, Reggie attempts to reverse this education

by violently removing himself from a white identity, which is always complicated by his

blue eyes.

The most recent novel, Junot Díaz’s 2007 The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao,

is the story of the Dominican American de León family, especially the son Oscar. Díaz

refers to the novel as “science fiction” because of a curse, or in the Dominican dialect,

fukú, that has apparently haunted the family since the reign of the Dominican Republic’s

notorious dictator Rafael Trujillo. The focus of the novel, however, falls more into the

category of the realist life story of Oscar, a serious nerd. Oscar is overweight, too dark,

too awkward, and has no luck with women. Unfortunately for Oscar, his Dominican

American community heavily values an ideal of masculinity that is the opposite of

everything he is. The novel is narrated by Oscar’s sometime friend Yunior, who falls

more easily into the expected identity performance; however, it is certainly a

performance, as the audience comes to realize that Yunior has a lot more in common with

Oscar than he would prefer to reveal.

Despite their differing paths, each of these novels centers around young male

characters deeply conflicted about their sense of self in relation to the identity that society

requires of them. They all ask themselves who they are, and what that identity might

mean in their social communities. Although these characters are unsure of how to
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proceed, they certainly work hard at achieving an understanding of who they are. This

chapter examines the methods, strategies and tactics employed by contemporary

characters to create an identity within their societies. 

Imagined Communities: Identity Creation Through Discourse

“Much the most important thing about language is its capacity for generating imagined

communities, building in effect particular solidarities.” 

Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities (as quoted by Evelyn Nien-Ming Ch’ien)

In Weird English, Evelyn Nien-Ming Ch’ien explores how and why Junot Díaz

forces together linguistic communities that are usually kept apart and denormalized:

“Díaz eschews the position of interpreter or translator for that of the producer of diverse

linguistic registers. His fiction allows for the convergence of diverse linguistic worlds,

each populated by a different language” (Ch’ien 203).  He has refused to allow

italicization of Spanish words in publications of his fiction, telling Ch’ien, “‘By keeping

the Spanish as normative in a predominantly English text, I wanted to remind readers of

the fluidity of language, of the mutability of language’” (Ch’ien 204). 

For Díaz, “translation is erasure. [. . .] The representation of another culture in

another language should be hybrid, so as to avoid assimilation or erasure” (208).

Although conflicting theories about the cultural work done by translation may see the

process not as erasure but as importantly beneficial cross-cultural conversation, Díaz sees

it as a painfully assimilative move. It is essential, then, for the representation of

individual characters in Díaz’s world to use hybrid language, allowing for a multifaceted

self in which no part is named inferior or abnormal. Susan Stanford Friedman discusses

the political importance of active non-translation in her article “Migrations, Diasporas,
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and Borders”; “Bilingualism and multilingualism are key markers of transit; of the refusal

to assimilate completely; and of the insistence on retention of the past, other homes, and

other cultural identities” (Friedman 280). Anything less would be an inaccurate,

oversimplifying and damaging representation of the self. The Brief Wondrous Life of

Oscar Wao takes this necessity for hybrid language to represent hybrid identities even

further, adding “ghetto” slang and “nerd” slang to the Spanglish mix Díaz has cultivated

in his previous novels in order to expand ideas of Dominican masculine identity.1

In the early chapters of the novel, Yunior is afraid of what an association with

Oscar would mean to both his sense of self and his publicly perceived identity, worried

that he and others might realize just how alike the two young men are and subject him to

the policing of his identity. Yunior buries his nerd, academic identity under his

Dominican machismo during his youth. By the end of the novel, however, he has become

the narrator, and drops his façade of the idealized Dominican male, partially stops his

machismo ways, and allows himself to narrate this novel in this Spanglish-ghetto-nerd

vernacular, employing a full deck of identity categories at the same time, without erasing

parts of himself that he consciously desires to preserve.2 At the end of the novel, he

1 Dominican machismo and masculinity are defined within the novel primarily as sexual

prowess, both in quantity and quality. Additionally, in Díaz’s formulation, Dominican

refers to both citizens of the Dominican Republic and Dominican-Americans. 

2 Here the debate over what creates identity, or what identity even is, generates difficulty.

Can Yunior, through the force of his own will, maintain Dominican, American,

machismo, gangsta, and nerd identities? Will they be intelligible to his chosen multiple

communities? Can anyone, fictional or real, actively create and change their identity?

This general question may never be solved, but within this novel, Yunior feels
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discusses what his life has been like recently, saying both: “Most of my colleagues think

Perth Amboy is a dump, but I beg to differ” and “hanging out with the wifey” (326). Here

he combines business language, normalized slang like “dump” and ghetto slang like

“wifey”. His comfort with this mix of discourses and identities allows him an identity

that largely satisfies him and is not subject to the type of intense, constant identity

policing that Oscar receives, and yet does not erase any part of his conscious sense of

self. 

Oscar cannot mix his languages and identities this way in order to protect himself

from rigorous identity policing because he is too wrapped up in nerd discourse. Yunior in

explains the difference between them early in the novel: “Perhaps if like me he’d been

able to hide his otakuness maybe shit would have been easier for him, but he couldn’t.3

Dude wore his nerdiness like a Jedi wore his light saber or a Lensman her lens” (20).4

Yunior succeeds where Oscar cannot; mixing “shit” and “dude” with “light saber” in the

same thought allows Yunior to hide how much like Oscar he is. Thus his identity can

succeed in a world with a narrow view of what masculine identities should look like. 

For Holden Caulfield, using a very specific and multi-faceted language of the type

Díaz has employed for Yunior will not work any better than it does for Oscar, who has

comfortable with both his “homies” and his “colleagues”.

3 otakuness comes from the Japanese word otaku, meaning house. It has come to mean a

homebodiness in the extreme and is used widely within the international “nerd”

community. (These slang definitions come from urbandictionary.com, an online slang

dictionary in which anyone can add their own take on a word.)

4 Oscar’s otakuness, like a light saber or a lens, comes to stand for an essential life force

that protects the bearer, but also points out his difference and attracts policing.
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access to all of the same languages as Yunior, but prefers one language. Holden’s white,

upper class status limits him to successful usage of standard English. His only alternative

is white, upper-class youth slang, which includes “lousy,” “crumby,” “crazy,” “and all,”

and a slew of profanity, which is consistently seen by himself and others as immature and

uneducated, marking a failure to fit into his expected social identity.5 

 Holden’s Pencey Prep history teacher, Mr. Spencer, reads Holden’s exam essay

on the Egyptians aloud, pointing out to Holden his failure to use appropriate academic

discourse. Not only are Holden’s facts faulty, but he also mixes youthful slang with the

desired historian’s tone: he has written, “Modern science would still like to know what

the secret ingredients were that the Egyptians used when they wrapped up dead people so

that their faces would not rot for innumerable centuries” rather than editing out “wrapped

up dead people” for “mummifying the deceased” or “rot” for “decompose” (11).

Although Holden is shown in this scene that his use of language is causing his identity to

be “flunked” by his society, he cannot or will not use the discourse of the white adult

upper class. As he leaves Mr. Spencer’s house, Holden is bothered that Mr. Spencer yells

“‘Good luck!’” to him, saying only: “It sounds terrible when you think about it” (16). 

Later, Holden performs similar “phony” speech acts upon meeting a Navy officer,

the date of a family friend. Although he regrets acting out his expected identity, he

understands it as a necessity: “I’m always saying “Glad to’ve met you” to somebody I’m

not at all glad I’ve met. If you want to stay alive, you have to say that stuff, though”

5 Every literary work I will discuss contains quite a bit of profanity, in addition to several of the more

theoretical works. This potentially indicates a dissatisfaction with mainstream society, or an involuntary

marginalization. In many cases, it can also indicate forceful emotion that cannot be expressed properly

without a hearty swear.
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(Salinger 87). This passage indicates Holden’s extreme displeasure at even meeting a new

model of the type of masculinity he is meant to perform. Additionally, his use of the

phrase “stay alive” speaks to Holden’s awareness of the essentialness of his participation

in social speech norms and of the policing actions he will be subject to if he cannot

conform. He will, of course, not be killed, but in order to keep his internal sense of self

undisturbed, he knows that he must play the social games.

Holden disdains language conventions like “good luck” as “phony” and part of

the identity models that he is expected to fill but instead rejects, despite his

acknowledgement that they are deeply necessary in order to fit into the world in which he

resides. This contradiction between what is expected of Holden and what he is willing to

do is the essential conflict of The Catcher in The Rye, a paradox that he finds himself

unable to resolve. This results in his admission into a recuperative hospital, the central

policing action of his novel, to be discussed in detail in the next chapter.

Holden uses slang throughout the novel, but he does not want this discourse to

determine his identity completely. Concerned about his “crumby vocabulary," he sees that

the idealized upper class white male has a “good vocabulary” and can therefore employ

the discourses of academics, money, entertainment, politics, and all other things that

Holden finds phony and hates in other people. His alternative language use is only

temporary, for it marks him as immature. A successful adult identity requires that he grow

out of it: “I also say ‘Boy!’ quite a lot. Partly because I have quite a lousy vocabulary and

partly because I act quite young for my age sometimes” (9). Within his social class,

Holden cannot use a hybridized language like Díaz’s Yunior can; there is only one

discourse this world would allow to a successful adult Holden.
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As with Holden, using language as either a marker or a maker of identity does not

fit the needs of Indian Killer’s Reggie Polatkin or John Smith. Reggie has access to

Indian in-group slang like the “ya-hey” greeting and the addition of “Enit?” to the ends of

his sentences, whereas John does not. However, Reggie remains conflicted about his

identity throughout the novel; using this small amount of slang does not secure him a

solid feeling of belonging.

In various ways, the power of language is stripped significantly in Alexie’s novel ,

most apparently through the use of third-person narration rather than the first-person

employed by Salinger and Díaz. Additionally, the characters in Indian Killer are “urban

Indians”: Indians off the reservation, an “urban tribe” of mixed tribal lineages. Accessing

the language of any one of these tribes would not gain John any greater sense of an

identity that satisfies his desire to belong; even Reggie’s access to urban Indian slang is

not enough to create a sense of belonging. John’s utter lack of linguistic knowledge is

fairly unremarkable to other Indian characters; an older Indian woman asks if he can

speak Navajo, and is disappointed that he cannot only because she finds it beautiful, not

because it makes him any less Indian (129).  John is able to hide his tribelessness in this

instance because he is not at all expected to speak the language. Although John desires to

find his place as an Indian raised white in a white-dominated world, he cannot find

answers to questions about what defines Indianness, whiteness or acceptance into any

community. What gives a person access to membership in an identity group? What

commonality is there that John feels he is lacking and must prove? Yunior, Oscar and

Holden can all hear a language they could or should seek their identity within, whereas

John and Reggie do not have such a definitive answer. Language can be a very powerful
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maker or marker of identity, as evidenced by Yunior, but it is unavailable to the other

conflicted characters. What are the other options for identity creation available to Oscar,

Holden, Reggie, and John?

Homelands: Search for Origins As Strategy

“Every summer Santo Domingo slaps the Diaspora engine into reverse, yanks back as many of its

expelled children as it can; [. . . .] Like someone had sounded a general reverse evacuation order: Back

home everybody! Back home!”

Díaz , The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao, 272

As with the “imagined communities” of language, finding connections with a

common, shared sense of family or past could be a very profitable method of identity

creation for these characters. The ability to identify strongly with one’s family, country of

origin, tribe, and traditions can be a soothing balm to an identity in conflict. However, the

social origins that these characters attempt to identify with often place rigorous

restrictions on what it means to be “one of us.” These characters must then confront the

fact that their identities do not often fit into the molds their communities require. 

This trouble is particularly painful for Alexie’s John and Reggie; John Wayne

movies and “cowboys and Indians” set two of their identity categories as irreconcilable

enemies, always at war within themselves. Despite this paradox, the desire to identify as

one or the other is strong in both of these characters. One of the first ways John Smith

actively seeks his own identity is through mimicking Indian culture, which proves

difficult because he has been raised in a white household. John attends Indian cultural

events as a child, such as dance festivals and All-Indian basketball tournaments, always

as a watcher. Similarly, he attends an impromptu powwow at the college campus and

meets Marie Polatkin. As they speak, John grows increasingly uncomfortable, illustrating
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that a search for his cultural origins in the real world is perhaps beyond his reach.

Beginning a conversation, and “Expecting the usual banter, Marie waited for him

to say more” (35). John remains silent; he “knew that his silence was acceptable, but he

also knew that he could have asked her about her tribe, that Indians quizzed Indians

[. . . .] He was afraid she would discover that he was an Indian without a tribe” (35). John

experiences great discomfort, wary of misusing cultural norms in a way that could

indicate that he has found no Indian origins. John’s major worry is that she will discover

his tribeless identity. His awareness of his differences keeps him from interacting with the

facets of Indian culture represented by Marie and the Indian Students powwow. 

Since it has proven too difficult for John to search for his origins and heritage in

the physical world, he imagines instead a reservation childhood and his birth mother. His

vivid fantasies of his “true” or wholly Indian life please him and allow him to search for

origins in a way that avoids identity policing by others: “It is a good life, not like all the

white people believe reservation life to be. There is enough food, plenty of books to read,

and a devoted mother” (43). This vision is clearly idyllic and free of the poverty and

alcoholism that has hurt other characters, both in this novel and many of Alexie’s other

works. The tone of this chapter and of John’s other fantasies reads as too good to be true.

John cannot apply them to a real idea of his identity and cannot create connections to

Indians raised “on the rez” and who have experienced a life far different than what he

imagines.6 Since John is unable to seek out his origins in reality, and his fantasies will not

6 Indian Killer is very concerned about authenticity, represented in the characters Jack

Wilson and Professor Mathers, biologically white men who have embraced an Indian-

influenced identity. The biologically Indian characters in the novel reject their desire to

join the in-group. In the interest of space, this chapter deals with the identity creation of
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be accepted as true origins and identity-creating memories by members of the cultural

group he wants to join, this strategy is unlikely to give John a satisfying sense of self.

John continues the search for his origins even after his suicide, in an afterlife, out-

of-body experience. His goal in this sequence remains finding his identity in the form of

his unidentified mother, who “could know John’s real name” (413). Despite the violence

he finally inflicts on himself and on another (or potentially others), John still does not

consider himself fully defined or named. For the general public and the detectives on the

case of the Indian Killer, John is cleanly defined as insanely criminal. John’s definition of

his own identity, however, remains to-be-determined, he believes, by discovering his

“true mother” and his “real name.”  Does John’s opinion of his identity even matter, or is

the designation of the police and the public what counts? In this novel’s world, John

retains agency even after his death; and he continues his search and so seems to believe

that his own opinion has weight. 

Holden Caulfield’s search for identity through his origins falls into a similar

pattern: the desire to identify with a group is counteracted by the desire to not be policed.

Too afraid of the reaction of his social group, as represented by his parents, Holden is

unable to interact with his family. He returns home to see his younger sister, Phoebe.

Through their conversation, she leads him to question the acceptability of his current

identity in their world, repeatedly asking him to tell her one thing that he enjoys, and

“ostracizing the hell out of” him when he reveals his plans to run away and work on a

ranch (166). However, this conversation must take place late at night in whispers, and is

finally interrupted due to Holden’s anxiety about how his parents will react to his

the main characters; the  problem of authenticity will be further discussed in the third

chapter.
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expulsion from yet another boarding school. His parents arrive home and he hides from

his mother in Phoebe’s closet. His inability to feel at home at home keeps the search for

origins here from working in a profitable way. After his mother enters Phoebe’s room,

Holden only stays long enough to borrow money from Phoebe and say a tearful goodbye

before leaving again. Despite the potential help that Phoebe, and perhaps his parents,

could grant him in his search for identity through his origins, his fear of punishment bars

him both physically and mentally from this option.

Díaz’s Oscar does not actively seek his origins the way Holden and John Smith do

in their novels, but he does accept an invitation to visit his grandmother, La Inca, in the

Dominican Republic for a summer. In some ways, this trip allows Oscar to become more

himself; he writes his novels, loses weight, and loses his virginity, all things that the

world of this novel sees as essential to Oscar’s fulfillment. However, this trip cannot be

fully freeing for Oscar. The Dominican Republic represents not only the positive aspects

of Oscar’s origins, but also the negative. Both the policing of his masculinity and the

family fukú or curse continue, intensifying while Oscar is on the island, and he is

eventually murdered.

Importantly, Oscar begins to feel at home in the Dominican Republic, refusing to

return to New Jersey despite being in grave danger at the hands of his beloved Ybón’s

physically and bureaucratically powerful boyfriend. Ybón begs him to return to his “‘real

home,’” to which he replies: “‘A person can’t have two?’” (318). By the time Oscar is

beaten to death, he feels in some way that he belongs: “he started to speak. The words

coming out like they belonged to someone else, his Spanish good for once” (321). 

However, although he is now called Huáscar (“his Dominican name, something
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else he had forgotten”), he cannot identify completely with his “nativeland” (276). As he

has explained to Ybón, he has two homes; he is both Dominican and yankee, so an

identification with only one of these original homelands will ultimately be unsuccessful.

His attackers police his desire to identify as Dominican by violently reminding him that

he is not quite. They offer to set him free if he can define “fuego” in English. Oscar

quickly responds, “Fire” which gets him, presumably, shot: “fuego” has multiple

meanings in the very diverse Spanish slang, one of which is “gunfire” (321). Although

they are likely to kill him whatever his answer, they take the opportunity to remind him

that he is, in the end, still a yankee.

Oscar finds his origins, and perhaps a better understanding of himself, in a way

that Holden and John Smith are unable to achieve. However, like those of his

counterparts, Oscar’s identity cannot be fully defined, and cannot fully succeed, by this

method. 

How’s It Hanging?: Sexual Strategies and the Defense of Questioned Masculinities 

“Hey Casper!” Reggie shouted to Jack Wilson. “How’s it hanging?” 

“Down to my knee,” Wilson said, the expected response. He had learned some things in the bar.

 Alexie, Indian Killer 181

This exchange occurs when Jack Wilson, a white man who, orphaned at a young

age, has convinced himself that he is part Indian in order to feel a sense of belonging,

walks into a bar frequented by a largely Indian clientele. Reggie, who knows that Jack

will pay for drinks if he feels included, asks the question of Jack so he can, in a small

way, prove himself as one of them. Although he is not asked to actually show a large

penis as a membership badge, his correct use of the “expected” answer to the question

earns him the right to be “one of us,” at least temporarily. Adopting the sexual speech and
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actions of a group can earn these characters an identity, but it also limits them to the

group’s normative sexual standards, which can prove damaging to a sense of self.

In the world of The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao, over-the-top, macho

sexuality is the expected identity for a Dominican male. The narrator Yunior, himself a

practitioner of both outward Dominican machismo and secret nerdiness, informs us about

Oscar: “this is a Dominican kid we’re talking about, in a Dominican family: dude was

supposed to have atomic level G, was supposed to be pulling in the bitches with both

hands.7 Everybody noticed his lack of game and because they were Dominican everybody

talked about it” (24). His nerdiness is set by his community in direct opposition to

normative male sexuality; the nickname of the title, Oscar Wao, is given to him when he

dresses as Oscar Wilde for a Halloween party, which is misunderstood by the partygoers.

This reference not only to academics but to a famously criminalized sexuality further

alienates him. Oscar will not  be able to find a satisfying sense of identity for himself

within the structured cultural stereotype that he is attempting to look beyond. What the

members of his community find most objectionable about his identity is precisely his

failures at seduction. 

Yunior finds himself more than capable of “atomic level G,” cheating on every

one of his college girlfriends. This identity, made out of this internalized stereotype,

proves unsatisfactory to Yunior as reflected in his creative writing pieces, which are

almost always about the street violence that Yunior has never actually experienced (196).

When Yunior gives up his promiscuous ways, he finds himself writing more often and

more successfully-- for example, in the very story the reader has been experiencing. As I

7 I cannot find or create a specific definition for “atomic level G,” but it refers perhaps to “having game” or

“being gangsta,” both of which indicate success at seduction.
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have mentioned, he uses the hybrid Spanglish-ghetto-nerd dialect that speaks to various

possible identities beyond the stereotypes (326). A successful individual identity here is

barred through the use of sexuality, which has become part of a stereotype, and thus must

reject sexual prowess as an identity marker altogether. Although Oscar has a sexual

relationship with Ybón by the end of the novel, and it makes him feel fulfilled and in

love, it is not how he reaches self-definition. Even this sexual experience seems partially

“feminized” by Oscar’s world-- he is lovingly devoted to one woman, and she is attracted

to the fact that he is so unlike her hyper-masculine boyfriend. 

The possibility of identity creation through sexuality is also unavailable for

Holden Caulfield for largely the same reasons as Oscar’s. As with Oscar and Yunior’s

expected Dominican machismo, there is a very specific sexuality available to an upper-

class white teenager, represented by Holden’s Pencey Prep roommate, Stradlater,

involving fumblings in the back of a car and eventual reproductive marriage to a girl of

similar social status. Holden is curious about these exploits, but is so disturbed when

Stradlater begins to provide details that he punches him, hoping to “split his goddam

throat open” (42). Although Holden finds Stradlater’s sexuality unacceptable, he attempts

that style himself on his own dates, specifically with Sally Hayes. However, he is unable

to maintain his role in this relationship for very long before slipping into his non-

normative identity, telling Sally “‘You give me a royal pain in the ass, if you want to

know the truth’” (143). Like Oscar, Holden rejects his expected masculine sexual

identity, and recognizes quickly that his specific identity as different, strange, and subject

to policing, as will be discussed in the second chapter. 

 Holden is fascinated with sexualities that are alternative to the heteronormative
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style he is supposed to search for. Out for a drink with an older acquaintance Carl Luce,

Holden wants to know everything Luce will tell him about “flits,” “Lesbians,” and Luce’s

older Asian girlfriend. These topics are so exciting for Holden that he has to be reminded

to calm down and stop yelling (147). The improbability of these lifestyles fascinates

Holden, marked by his repetition of the phrase “‘No kidding!’” However, an alternative

sexuality is also unavailable to Holden as an identity marker because of the policing

action he would no doubt encounter. Holden makes a small attempt at non-normative

sexuality, hiring a prostitute named Sunny. He finds himself unable to interact sexually

with Sunny; however, just having her in his hotel room is a transgression against his

identity as upper-class teenage male. Sunny’s pimp Maurice, in an effort to make more

money from Holden, reminds him of this transgression: “‘Want your parents to know you

spent the night with a whore? High-class kid like you?’” (102). Holden’s hotel room is an

interesting site of unacceptable sexualities: he watches fascinated through the window as

a drunken couple spits at each other, and a man dresses in drag. Again, these sexualities

are not viable; the next morning, their shades are drawn: “I took a look out the window

[. . .] to see how all the perverts were doing, but they all had their shades drawn. They

were the heighth of modesty in the morning” (106). Such sexualities can only be enacted

in secret, seedy locations, something Holden would undoubtedly consider high hypocrisy.

Reggie Polatkin of Indian Killer uses sexual activity not only as a way to identify

with a social group, but also to define himself against his whiteness and separate himself

from it. In Toni Morrison’s influential Playing in the Dark, she describes this method of

defining oneself against the Other as a particularly American, male phenomenon, in

reference to the African-American population: “Why is [America] seen as raw and
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savage? [. . .] because there is ready to hand a bound and unfree, rebellious but

serviceable, black population against which [. . .] all white men are enabled to measure

[their] privileged differences. [This] potent and ego-reinforcing presence of an Africanist

population [is] convenient in every way, not the least of which is self-definition. This new

white [American] male can now persuade himself that savagery is “‘out there’”

(Morrison 44-5). In the process of constructing himself as Indian, Reggie first begins to

define himself as ‘not white,’ because he sees the coexistence between the two categories

as impossible. 

In order to apply this style of self-definition, Reggie seeks out sexual experiences

where he can degrade white women: “although he generally preferred Indian women, he

would fuck an Indian groupie now and again. He liked the power of it. He liked to come

inside a white woman and then leave her lying naked on a hotel bed she’d paid for”

(182). In order to define himself as Indian, Reggie “prefers” Indian women to fit into his

desired social group, and engages in hateful “fucking” with white women in order to

disavow his whiteness. Reggie began this strategy of self-definition as a teenager with his

white girlfriend who tells him that she hates Indians; “Every night for a week, he’d pick

her up from her house, driven her down that same dirt road, and fucked her [. . . .] He’d

wanted her to give birth to a brown baby. He’d wanted to dilute his Indian blood. He’d

wanted some place to spill his pain” (183). Despite not getting any of the things he wants

from this first sexual relationship, Reggie continues to employ this strategy throughout

the novel. 

Sexuality, for Reggie, has proven itself as a way, successful or not, for him to

define his identity through the negation of others. By “fucking” white women, Reggie
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pushes them out of his sense of community, thereby pushing his whiteness out of his

sense of self. However, in other novels, sexuality is part and parcel of the identity

package that the characters’ societies expect them to adopt and that they reject, and thus

cannot be used in the creation of a particularized identity.

“With the Knife”: Violent Strategies

“During these moments, with knife in hand, the killer felt powerful, invincible, as if the world could be

changed with a single gesture. Snap of the fingers, one step forward, a hand closed into a fist. With the

knife, the killer became the single, dark center around which all other people revolved.”

Alexie, Indian Killer, 51

Violence, much like sexuality, can work as a way to push undesirable identity

markers out and away from a sense of self. The use of violence can elicit for these

conflicted masculine identities a sense of power, individual control, and an idea of a

victorious self. Employing a violent method appeals to these characters, evidenced by

their frequent use; however, despite these characters’ best attempts, their hybrid identities

cannot be so easily chopped into distinct parts.

 In some texts, one identity creation strategy largely overwhelms all others. In the

world of Cormac McCarthy’s 1985 novel Blood Meridian, for example, identity and a

sense of self is defined chiefly through the physicality of gruesome violence. The

extremity and completeness of the use of violence in this novel creates an interesting

comparison with the novels where it is used as one of several modes. In Salinger, Alexie,

and Díaz ’s novels, characters are given names, families and internal thought, all of which

are evacuated from Blood Meridian. The main character, known only as “the kid,” and all

other characters are largely illiterate, and lead an almost unimaginably violent existence.
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Identification through origins is written out of this world. The characters are without a

past; the kid’s family is only briefly mentioned in the first chapter and never again.

Heterosexuality is also unavailable because of a distinct lack of female characters,

although homosexual overtones are very present. This current of homosexuality remains

sublimated and unacknowledged and thus cannot be used to create a functional idea of

self in a social realm. Although a very few attempts are made at self-definition through

language within the text, the ultimate mode of definition lies in murder. For the cast of

characters in this novel, creating their identity through their spoken language simply is

not a possibility when they face and create death every day, and McCarthy’s narrator

provides extremely sparse dialogue. When violence supersedes all other methods of self-

definition, the only available identity is a violent one. 

Before the kid begins his association with the Glanton gang, he wanders Texas

during the 1850s. He walks into a saloon where the bartender and patrons speak only

Spanish. Begging with hand signals for work to do in exchange for whiskey, he begins to

sweep when handed a broom. The bartender, however, refuses to give him a drink.

Communication fails the kid; “[he] made the drinking motion [. . .] and the barman

flapped his towel idly at him” (25). Since the kid cannot communicate through verbal or

body language and gesture, he responds with violence, the only language available to

him. He beats the bartender with a liquor bottle and simply takes what he desires. 

The kid is not the only character who is limited to identity creation through

violence. In the world the Glanton gang inhabits, this is the single available mode: “In the

company there rode two men named Jackson, one black, one white, both forenamed John.

Bad blood lay between them” (81). The reason for their quarrel is never provided; these
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two John Jacksons simply hate one another, and the only information available about

their character is their shared name. They are facing a crisis of identity; who is the true

John Jackson? Instead of solving this crisis through language, either renaming themselves

or discussing their animosity, the conflict is solved when one Jackson murders the other.

Black Jackson kills white Jackson by beheading him, and his body is left unburied and

unmarked, further erasing his identity. A sense of self is established by forcibly removing

any other force that could compete for the same identity. 

Although Blood Meridian is the only novel discussed that so completely

eliminates any modes of identity creation beyond violence, the violent identity model is a

very powerful one for many other novels. Alexie’s Indian Killer, as suggested by the title,

explores characters’ use of violence by characters in order to carve away from themselves

parts of their identities that they do not want, much like one of Reggie’s uses of sexuality.

John, the biologically Native American main character adopted by white parents, uses

various models of self-definition, and frequently turns to violence, in reality or fantasy.

As a teenager, John “didn’t want to be angry. He wanted to be a real person” (19); his

intense anger makes him feel trapped in his painful identity, so undefined as to feel less

than human. In order to regain a sense, however loose, of himself, the teenage John

enacts violence on his own body: “He’d bite his tongue, his lips, until sometimes they

would bleed. He would hold himself tightly and feel his arms, legs, and lower back shake

with the effort” (19). By experiencing bodily pain, John can make himself feel more like

the “real person” he desires to be, even if his definition is of a self that only feels pain. 

Early in the novel, the narrator describes one of John’s many violent fantasies, in

which he imagines dropping his white boss from the skyscraper they are building. For
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John, this act would support a solid definition of himself and “prove” his desired identity.

“John knew if he were a real Indian, he could have called [. . .] a crosscutting wind that

would’ve sliced through the fortieth floor, pulled the foreman out of the elevator, and sent

him over the edge of the building” (24). John further fantasizes, “That’s what I need to

see, that’s what will feed me [. . .] Fear in blue eyes” (25); he also desires to hold up his

dark-colored and fearless eyes against frightened, light eyes in order to define himself

empirically against them. It is on this page that John decides that he “needed to kill a

white man” (25). He feels a need to destroy something that seems very physically unlike

him in order to define himself as not that; in order to feel more Indian, he should

eradicate his ties with whiteness.

This violent method ultimately wins out in one sense, because John’s final act in

the novel is to assault Jack Wilson, a white man claiming Indian-ness,  and then to throw

himself from a skyscraper. The still-living characters see this as his final identity, and

proof that he is the Indian Killer. However, this identification is meant to be wholly

suspect, as still other characters remain convinced that John has had nothing to do with

the murders. More importantly, John does not die when his body does.  Despite the

violence he finally inflicts on himself and on another (or potentially even more), John

still does not consider himself fully defined or named. This last action, like the violence

he commits on himself in his youth, highlights the impossibility of John’s attempts to

solve his identity crisis violently; by attempting to physically remove any part of his

troubled sense of self, he must necessarily destroy even the parts he aims to embrace. 

The extent to which a character’s violent actions can become their identity within

Alexie’s world is shown in Sean Ward’s confession to hate crimes committed against
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Indians. He begins by saying, “‘Well, you see, we’re the guys in the masks. The ones who

have been beating up Indians’” (385). He then slightly but importantly alters his

statement to “‘We’re the baseball bats. Uh, yeah. We’re the masks’” (385). By

committing these violent acts, Sean becomes the acts and the tools of those acts in his

own sense of his identity.

Reggie Polatkin, like John Smith, feels torn between “Indian” and “white”

identification. His first mode of identity creation is taught to him nearly from birth by his

abusive and racist white father: “As for Bird Lawrence, he’d hated hostile Indians so

much that he insisted that Reggie use Polatkin, his Indian surname, until he’d become the

appropriate kind of Indian” (92). To create his son as the “appropriate kind of Indian,"

Bird Lawrence would quiz Reggie on the history of violent “Indian” activity, and beat

him for forgetting answers. Bird would also beat his son for any perceived academic

failings, while telling Reggie: “‘You’ll never get into college this way. You want to be a

drunk? You want to be one of those Indians staggering around downtown? What do you

want to be, Reggie?’” (94). Due to this treatment, Reggie “buried his Indian identity so

successfully that he had become invisible;” this upbringing blocks his ability to

synthesize his Indian and white identities into a mixed Reggie identity (94). Bird has

shown Reggie the efficacy, at least temporarily, of the violent identity creation mode,

providing an example of beating undesirable elements out of himself.

It comes as no surprise, then, that during the novel, as Reggie attempts to

recapture his Indian identity and disavow the white, one of his major strategies is

violence. When the race war between whites and Indians begins in Seattle, Reggie seeks

out and beats the first lone white man he finds, badgering him in an interview style
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similar to his father’s. He asks the white man about Ira Hayes, the heroic Indian soldier at

Iwo Jima, just as his father had done. However, Reggie collapses his own identity with

that of the Indian war hero, and beats the white man for forgetting his name (258). Reggie

also collapses his white victim’s identity with that of all white men who have done

injustice to the Indian people. By committing this act of violence, Reggie creates himself

as the avenger of all Indian suffering, and especially his own.

 At the end of the beating, Reggie “placed his hands on either side of the white

man’s face, leaned in close as if he was going to kiss him, and forced his thumbs into the

white man’s eyes” (259).8 Just as John Smith desires to see fear in blue eyes, Reggie

desires to eradicate them. Complicating this is the fact of Reggie’s own blue eyes; he not

only seeks vengeance from outside of himself, but also seeks to symbolically remove the

one physically apparent marker of his whiteness, what he sees as a conflicting part of his

own identity. While a battle between Indians and whites takes place in the city around

him, Reggie’s two cultural identities war within him.

Instead of using violence to define oneself against rejected parts of a troubling

identity, it can also be used as a way to identify with a potentially more preferable sense

of self. Salinger’s Holden searches throughout the novel for a new and viable working

model of adult, upper-class masculinity. One model he confronts is the cinematic action

hero. When Sunny’s pimp Maurice assaults Holden for more money, Holden begins to

engage in a violent and heroic fantasy. He imagines: “Now I was on my way to the

bathroom to get a good shot of bourbon or something to steady my nerves and help me

really go into action. I pictured myself coming out of the bathroom, dressed and all, with

8 Reggie’s use of violence and sexuality are often linked, as in this passage. In both his

sexual and violent modes, he seeks to push away his own whiteness.
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my automatic in my pocket, and staggering around a little bit” (104). Holden’s attempts at

negotiating with Maurice in the earlier portions of this chapter are unsuccessful; he first

uses upper- or business-class vocabulary and diction of the type his father might use: “‘If

you’d said ten, it’d be different. But you distinctly--’” (102.) Maurice responds by

threateningly moving Holden against the door. The expected, well-spoken and confident

identity for a boy like Holden fails him in this situation, and his fantasy marks an attempt

to identify instead with the kind of cinematic masculinity that could succeed in his failed

interaction with Maurice. 

The kind of success such an identity would create comes easily to Holden’s

imagination, through a reimagining of himself as cinematic hard-boiled detective type.

Through the use of violence, Holden’s imaginary self becomes, for a moment, an

appealing new model of masculinity: “As soon as old Maurice opened the doors, he’d see

me with the automatic in my hand and he’d start screaming at me, in this very high-

pitched, yellow-belly voice [. . . .] Then I’d crawl back to my room and call up Jane and

have her come over and bandage up my guts. I picture her holding a cigarette for me to

smoke while I was bleeding and all” (104). In this idealized fantasy identity, Holden can

become un-”yellow” and be the hero of the story rather than the victim. 

Ever the cynic, Holden interrupts his own fantasy to advise: “The goddam

movies. They ruin you. I’m not kidding” (104). Despite the appealing identity this type of

narrative would afford him, Holden quickly rejects the use of this identity model for

himself because he sees it as an artificial product of his culture’s heroic action movies

and thereby part of the “phony” lifestyle he disdains. For him, the cinematic hero is

ultimately not an alternative model of upper-class, adult masculinity, but rather simply a
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product of Holden’s original, and already rejected model. 

Although Holden imagines violence as mode of identity creation, he also sees it as

a product of a cinematic ideal that is created by the very culture he feels he must reject. In

his reality, he only engages in one act of violence, once punching his roommate

Stradlater, the prime example of young masculinity that Holden is meant to achieve.

Stradlater has used his normative sexuality, and has just returned from a date with

Holden’s friend Jane. This upsets him because he values Jane’s personality, while

Stradlater is simply behaving the way members of his age group and social class often do.

Although Holden finds the violent mode of identity creation largely useless, he engages

in it nonetheless in order to symbolically mark the differences between himself and the

standard masculine identity that he rejects.

Whether or not each of these characters is fully satisfied with their identities and

their attempts to create, qualify, or strongly alter how they envision themselves, naturally,

they each have to live in their sociocultural worlds. These identities are subject to the

opinions of others and depend upon others for recognition as an acceptable identity for

inclusion in their society. The following chapter will explore how these identities are

policed.

Chapter Two

+ovelistic Panopticons: Mechanisms that Police the Unacceptable Identity

“Very good,” Grand Duke Mikhail once remarked of a regiment, after having kept it for one our

presenting arms, “only they breathe.”

Michel Foucault, “The Means of Correct Training” 

“The novelistic Panopticon exists to remind us that we too inhabit it. ‘And then we shall indeed be

put under restraint’”

D. A. Miller, The 'ovel and the Police

In 1988, D. A. Miller published the landmark study The 'ovel and the Police, his
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work on nineteenth century police novels; Miller sees in these texts a means of

internalizing social control. Drawing on Michel Foucault’s groundbreaking publication

Discipline and Punish (1975), a survey of disciplinary power covering the same time

period, Miller describes the realist novel as a “panopticon”, due to its focus on detail,

personal psychology and biography and the omniscient narrator: “The novel frequently

places its protagonists under a social surveillance whose explicit coerciveness has

nothing to do with the euphoria of Oliver Twist’s holiday in the country or the genteel

understatement of Trollope’s ‘world’” (Miller 19). A “panopticon” is broadly defined as

any mechanism of social control in which people live under near-constant surveillance

which is often unseen but always felt, thus causing them to behave as though they are

always being watched. Miller claims that although the realist novel appears to reject the

overt modes of policing, it nonetheless supports internal, normalizing social discipline on

“less visible levels and in other, more effective modes:” “Wherever the novel censures

policing power, it has already reinvented it, in the very practice of novelistic

representation” (Miller 20). 

Although the contemporary novels of Salinger, Díaz, and Alexie discussed in this

thesis come from very different cultural contexts than those discussed by Foucault and

Miller, the similar effects of internalized social policing described in The 'ovel and the

Police still show themselves in our culture. As I have outlined, Holden Caulfield

contends with a cultural fashion for psychoanalysis and prep school social molding, John

Smith and Reggie Polatkin face culture wars, hate crimes, and the rhetoric of intolerance,

and Oscar’s family bears the scars of a police state obsessed with racial purity and the

appearance of a homogenized Dominican national identity.  
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Both Miller and Foucault confront a culture growing obsessed with the slightest

details of individual life, found by Foucault in the collection of case files on criminals

and mental health patients, and also in introspective Christian prayer, and by Miller in the

collection of data in the narration of novels. Today, we have personal blogs, social

networking sites and even Twitter, which allows the user to update their “status”

constantly In the same vein, we are inundated with forensic police dramas, such as the

seemingly endless CSI franchise. These programs operate on the belief that the bad guy

can always be caught, perhaps based on the smallest fiber or partial fingerprint, using the

newest technology. On a January 2009 episode of the forensic drama Bones, particulate

expert Hodgins explains that his boss Temperance Brennan believes, “we find out the

facts about everything, then see how it fits together”.9 As he says this, he collects data on

seemingly insignificant dead fish in the victim’s tank, which, naturally, leads them to the

identity of the killer. This echoes Miller’s discussion of nineteenth-century detective

novels, as he reminds the reader of Sherlock Holmes’s continued insistence on the

importance of the smallest details: “‘There is nothing so important as trifles’” (Miller 28).

If, as Miller claims, crime novels within the relatively limited world of technology

of the nineteenth century, instill in readers a terror of crime and the urge to self-police,

viewers of forensic dramas may also suspect that their flaws may be put on social trial.

Foucault and Miller see an England in which authority has entered the human psyche,

charging each individual with policing their own behavior so that their identities fit into a

new, cohesive society; if anything, this pressure has become potentially more pervasive in

9 This is a very apt description of how writing this thesis felt. During this year, it seemed

like everything applied to the concept of identity creation, from contestants on the reality

show America’s 'ext Top Model to the 2008 Presidential Race.
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our increasingly connected society, our identities more visible and questionable.

Characters in The Catcher in the Rye, The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao and Indian

Killer work diligently to create a sense of self, as we have explored in the previous

chapter. However, this sense of self must work not only for the individual character, but

also for the world they occupy. This chapter will explore the forms social policing adopts

in these novels, how the characters come to internalize this policing and how their sense

of identity is altered through this process.  

Police Academy: Pencey Prep, “This Crumby Place,” and Houses of Confinement

What is particularly fascinating about the policing of Holden’s identity is that his

entire narration takes place in a policed location. The Catcher in the Rye has a frame

narrative during which Holden, from some ambiguous recuperative facility in California,

begins to recount the reason he “got pretty run down and had to come out here and take it

easy” (1). His entire narrative serves its own policing function; by retelling the story

many times over, to the reader, his brother, and many psychoanalysts, Holden is forced to

confront his supposedly aberrant identity and explore how he is not fitting into his

society. As I have mentioned, Michel Foucault’s Discipline and Punish explores, among

many other topics,  the ways in which mental health institutions began to work by

isolating those unable to maintain an identity acceptable to society, and then retraining

these patients into suitable social roles. 

Since seventeenth-century Paris, Foucault states, many types of undesirables were

“sent away”: the poor, the criminal, and the insane, whatever the cultural context might

decide those words might mean. These “hospitals” began to rely not on physical
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punishment and restraints, which would make the patients feel like animals, but rather on

a fear of those animalistic restraints, and the stripping away of their humanity. Thus

patients would monitor and self-police their own abnormal behaviors, and were retrained

to be part of society in that way (Foucault 145). Later on, patients were encouraged to

think at length about themselves and how they could better integrate with normal society

through interviews, diaries, and prayer (Foucault 159). By Holden’s time, not only was

psychoanalysis the leading psychological method, but had found its way deep into the

heart of popular culture. Many characters in this novel (and in Salinger’s other works)

swear by “being analyzed:” delving deeply into one’s own psyche to find out not if one is

abnormal, but rather the level and cause of the inevitable abnormality. The Cold War era

depicted by Salinger in The Catcher in the Rye is, in many ways, a culturally restrictive

one. According to the Heath Anthology of American Literature’s introduction to the

contemporary period, “The 1950s, in retrospect, appear to have been a watershed of

repression, dominated by the suspicion and fear of the McCarthy hearings [. . .] and

described in literature that often reflected anxiety about anyone’s being different from

mainstream culture” (Lauter 1972). Holden’s nonconformity does not matter only to him

and his family; the entire country was facing a new cultural emphasis on sameness at any

cost. 

Presumably, Holden is in a hospital that relies heavily on this self-evaluative

process, since he mentions being interviewed by one “psychoanalyst guy” out of several

(213). The location, duration, and activities of his “confinement” are left ambiguous

because it does not actually matter what is happening there. The important part of his

treatment is his very narrative, the repetition and examination of his unusual behaviors
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while he is separated from society and trained to normalize. The reader, perhaps in the

psychoanalyst’s position, does not need to respond, only to receive, to cast Foucault’s

normalizing gaze.

In the ending frame of The Catcher in the Rye, Holden reveals that he will soon be

leaving the hospital, and that he is answering many questions about what a new, retrained

life might be like: “A lot of people, especially this one psychoanalyst guy they have here,

keeps asking me if I’m going to apply myself when I go back to school next September.

It’s such a stupid question, in my opinion. I mean, how do you know what you’re going

to do till you do it? The answer is, you don’t. I think I am, but how do I know?” (213).

A successfully retrained Holden might not find it a stupid question. The question

is not about school; it is asking if Holden is ready to play his role, to perform the nice

young man from a good family. However, despite his retraining, Holden has no idea if he

can, or will, apply himself to his required identity. On some level, even by the end of the

novel, Holden refuses to accept his social role. 

It seems, though, that his treatment of sequestering and self-evaluation is working,

at least in part. With his last thought of the novel, Holden warns against the dangers of

telling one’s story: “Don’t ever tell anybody anything. If you do, you start missing

everybody” (214). This statement indicates that, although he hated many of the young

men in his peer group and all they stand for at the time of his story, after he tells it, he

“misses” Stradlater, Ackley, and even the violent pimp Maurice. While participating,

Holden sees these other young men as “phonies” and “morons” and does his best to

separate himself from them. While recounting the story in isolation, however, Holden

develops a desire to rejoin them and the society they represent, which he learns he must
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do by playing the required social games. Holden’s desire to return from confinement,

which will lead him to normalize, has come out of almost obsessive contemplation of his

social-identity transgressions. The ambiguity of whether Holden’s “rehabilitation” is

successful is interesting, and points to his still-undetermined sense of self. Although he is

narrating after much of his confinement, he desires to both conform and to continue his

rebellion.

Additionally, Holden will leave the hospital to return not to society, but rather to

another intensive identity training ground, at a school similar to the school he is expelled

from at the narrative’s opening.10 Pencey Prep is a location for training of young men of

upper-class, white American society: “They advertise in about a thousand magazines,

always showing some hot-shot guy on a horse jumping over a fence [. . . .] And

underneath the guy on the horse’s picture, it always says: ‘Since 1888 we have been

molding boys into splendid, clear-thinking young men’”(2). In the article “Pencey

Preppy: Cultural Codes in The Catcher in the Rye," Christopher Brookeman situates

Holden’s Pencey within the history of northeastern prep schools. The announced goals of

the 1884 school Groton share the same sentiment with Pencey’s ad campaign: “‘Every

endeavour will be made to cultivate manly, christian character, having regard to moral

and physical as well as intellectual development’” (Salzman 60). Holden, however,

rejects this ‘molding’ process by refusing to accept the normalizing aspects of his school

life, again outlined in Foucault’s work on boarding schools. When children are trained to

function smoothly in acceptable social identities, they must learn to accept and internalize

10 The entire world is perhaps an identity training ground. However, places like the

hospital and prep school serve, in this novel, the very specific and spoken goal of

molding identities.
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authority and follow arbitrary rules. They must submit to routine examinations to

determine not only subject competence but also normalcy itself through unending

observation: “It is the examination which, by combining hierarchical surveillance and

normalizing judgment, assures the great disciplinary functions of distribution and

classification” (Foucault 204).

At Pencey Prep, just as in the schools that Foucault studies, insignificant things

are punishable, in order to train the children to fear authority and internalize ideas of

proper behavior: “The perpetual penality that transverses all points and supervises every

instant in the disciplinary institutions compares, differentiates, hierarchizes,

homogenizes, excludes. In short, it normalizes” (Foucault 195). Smoking in the dorms,

for example, is a heavily punishable offense. Holden blatantly disregards those rules

instead of internalizing regulation, lighting up when and where he pleases, and this

display of an identity that rejects normality is unacceptable. In contrast, Holden’s

properly normalized roommate Stradlater is deeply bothered by Holden’s smoking, not

because of any physical bother to himself, but because “It drove him crazy when you

broke any rules” (41). If caught, Holden and Stradlater would be punished in some way

in order to reinforce the importance of normalcy, keeping them from asserting a

rebellious identity.

According to Foucault, routine examinations serve a similar purpose to arbitrary

regulations. Examinations function, according to Foucault, as a “normalizing gaze, a

surveillance that makes it possible to qualify, to classify, and to punish” (197). A steady

stream of exams requires students to gain the same sets of knowledge as their peers, and

to be able to recall that information at a moment’s notice. Additionally, the exams create a
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detailed written record of the student that can be observed to gain a better understanding

of that particular student. The practice requires, above all, that an individual student must

normalize, must succeed in these ritualized tests, in order to begin their role in adult

society. Holden fails the examinations he must take, but not entirely because he is

deficient in knowledge. By refusing to accept the pattern of examination, evaluation, and

success or failure, Holden displays his unacceptable identity. His refusal to even attempt

socially acceptable normalization in this form necessitates his expulsion from society’s

boot camp.

Joyce Rowe’s article “Holden Caulfield and the American Protest” explores

further ways in which Holden avoids engagement with the social game. He often uses

generalizing terms, such as “always” and “never," which “defeats any possibility of

normative social connection and engagement” (Salzman 85). Holden relies on tropes of

film and literary American heroes, who, according to Rowe, are primarily individualistic.

Unfortunately for Holden, he indicates in various ways that he is already indoctrinated

into what Brookeman calls an “other-directed” sense of self, an identity dependent on

conformity to one’s peer group (Salzman 72).11 Rowe claims that “Holden’s imprecations

and expletives ultimately serve to define his impotence; they reveal the degree to which

he is already contaminated by the manners, institutions, and authorities of his society”

(Salzman 86). Despite his best efforts to avoid socializing mechanisms completely, he

cannot escape identity policing.

11 Brookeman receives the ideas of directed identity creation from David Riesman,

author of The Lonely Crowd (1950). Riesman claims that through the rise of mass media,

socialization has become other-directed, rather than individual-directed (as in finding

oneself) or tradition-directed. 
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In the second chapter, Holden visits his history teacher, Mr. Spencer, in order to

say goodbye. Mr. Spencer reads Holden his unacceptable essay on Egyptian

mummification, and also the note that Holden has attached to his exam paper, in order to

let Mr. Spencer know: “It is all right with me if you flunk me though as I am flunking

everything except English anyway” (12). This refusal to care about academic success, far

more than a bad essay, marks Holden’s failure to normalize. If Holden were simply bad at

school, he could “apply himself” or attend an easier school, still making a transition into

upper-class, white male adulthood. Both Mr. Spencer and the headmaster Dr. Thurmer

remind Holden that “Life is a game that one plays according to the rules” (8). Holden

believes, however: “If you get on the side where all the hot-shots are, then it’s a game all

right-- I’ll admit that. But if you get on the other side, where there aren’t any hot-shots,

then what’s a game about it? Nothing. No game” (8). Without the desire to normalize,

Holden finds himself sent back to the basic training of the psychoanalytic hospital by the

end of his narrative. 

This simple refusal to step up to bat is reiterated many times. Holden is clearly

very intelligent, and even excels in English. It is not lack of skill, but refusal to try that

indicates Holden’s rejection of perhaps the only adult male identity available to him.

When first announcing his expulsion to the reader, he says: “They gave me frequent

warnings to start applying myself [. . .] But I didn’t do it. So I got the ax” (4). Despite

warnings, Holden “didn’t” apply himself, not “couldn’t.” Later on, Holden writes his

roommate Stradlater’s essay for him, choosing the unusual topic of his brother Allie’s

baseball glove. Upon his return, Stradlater immediately rejects the topic, knowing that it

is abnormal, and tells Holden: “‘No wonder you‘re flunking the hell out of here. You
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don‘t do one damn thing the way you’re supposed to’” (41). The ever-so-properly

normalized Stradlater does things the way he is expected to at almost all turns, having

correctly internalized his identity training. Holden’s identity, however, as someone who

refuses to play the game, who cares to describe a glove scribbled with poetry, enjoys

breaking rules, is thus abnormal and must be sent away in order to be trained again.

A Police State of Mind: Oscar Wao and Identity in the Trullijato

Although the title may indicate that Junot Díaz’s Pulitzer Prize-winning novel

details the life of Oscar Wao, it in fact tells a much larger and longer story. Between

Oscar and Yunior’s search for acceptable Dominican masculinity, Díaz  interpolates the

history of the de León  family curse or fukú, which brings the story two generations back

to Oscar’s grandfather, the fictional Dr. Abelard Cabral, who was a victim of the very real

dictatorial regime of Rafael Leonidas Trujillo, from 1930 to 1961.12 Under his regime, the

Dominican Republic became a police state, obsessed with appearances, supposed racial

purity, and a new, idealized (wealthy, European and homogenized) Dominican identity

that must be kept up at all costs. 

The effects of a regime of identity policing did not end with Trujillo’s

assassination or the aftermath. Oscar, his family and the Dominican population of New

Jersey still bear the scars of an always observed identity. Yunior describes the character of

Trujillo as “A portly, sadistic, pig-eyed mulato who bleached his skin, wore platform

shoes, and had a fondness for Napoleon-era haberdashery” (2), here emphasizing his

12 This Cabral seems to be a take off on the historical Cabral as narrated in The Feast of

the Goat, which Díaz  himself mentions parenthetically. While this Cabral manages to

protect his daughters, the other Cabral cannot. 
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attempts to control his appearance. Additionally, Yunior feels the resonance of Trujillo’s

era in the Dominican people of his time, explaining: “He was our Sauron, our Arawan,

our Darkseid, our Once and Future Dictator”; Yunior places himself in a category of those

people whose understanding of villains was made by an era he was not yet alive to

experience (2).

The Dominican Republic shares the island of Hispaniola with Haiti, separated

rather poetically by Massacre River. The two nations have had a distinct and often

antagonistic history; Haiti was colonized by the French while the Dominican Republic

was colonized by the Spanish. Under Trujillo, however, the Dominican Republic took the

violent identification approach described in the previous chapter in order to assert itself

as firmly different from Haiti. Trujillo claimed that Dominicans were European while

Haitians were African in descent, thereby declaring his republic a nation of whites; he

famously lightened his own skin and wore makeup to disguise his non-white lineage.

This rhetoric lead to the 1937 military assault on Haitians living on the Massacre River,

and began generations of antihatianismo, a disdain of black skin and the French

language, and a terror of appearing Haitian.

The article “Both Sides of the Massacre: Collective Memory and Narrative on

Hispaniola” by Kelli Lyon Johnson explores how personal and collective memory

compete with the institutional memory created by Trujillo himself by the erection of

monuments and renaming of cities; for example, Pico Duarte became Pico Trujillo. She

claims that Dominican author Julia Alvarez and Haitian author Edwidge Danticat use

their novels as voices counter to historical memory, providing a space for the historically

marginalized people to tell their stories: “In practice, commemoration is frequently
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accomplished by designating an object, location, or ritual as meaningful, and those

multiple meanings are both constructed and contested [. . . .] The official silence of

commemoration in Haiti contrasts sharply with the cacophony of the Dominican

Republic, in which the truth of the trujillato must be distinguished amid too many stories,

memories, monuments, markers, and rituals” (Johnson 76). Narrative here importantly

provides an antidote to Trujillo’s visual identity politics; the appearance of himself, his

monuments, and his cities rings false against the stories and histories of those, on both

sides of the island, oppressed under his boot.13 This article tells an empowering story of

the importance of narrative as exorcism and commemoration of, the need for it to create

space for alternative, personal history. Díaz’s novel, however, does not contain such an

exorcism, but instead presses on the bruises left behind, exploring the long-lasting effects

of the trujillato on the national and personal psyche. 

Trujillo’s obsession with racial purity and the ideal of whiteness troubles the

identities of the de León family into the 1990s. On their family trip back to the

Dominican Republic, Oscar’s mother and sister realize at a dinner that they are being

carefully observed by waiters, and Yunior parenthetically includes: “Watch out, Mom,

13 In the article “Resurrecting Rafael: Fictional Incarnations of a Dominican Dictator,”

Richard F. Patterson emphasizes the importance of including the character of Trujillo in

novelistic representations of the era: “The artist has created a narrative that contains,

reconfigures, and to a larger degree demythologizes the man who exercised such

corrosive control over Caribbean life” (Patterson 224). Indeed, if left to the history books,

dictators become monster gods, rather than human beings. Without the power of

narrative, we could only assume that Trujillo, Hitler, Stalin, and their ilk oppressed only

integers, never people. 
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Lola said, they probably think you’re Haitian-- La única haitiana aquí eres tú, mi amor,

she retorted” (277).14 The threat of appearing Haitian, however seemingly minimalized, is

such a normal part of Dominican life that it is used as a weapon in an ongoing mother-

daughter battle. Using “Haitian” in the pejorative sense so easily in everyday

conversation, indicates how deeply the urge to push the ‘undesirable,’ here blackness, out

of one’s sense of self has pervaded the consciousness of these two Dominican women,

now sixty years removed from the actual Haitian massacre. 

Oscar’s appearance is consistently policed through teasing, not only because he is

obese, but also because he is “dark.” In America as well as the Dominican Republic,

“darkness” and “blackness” are made fun of and marginalized, as seen in Alexie’s Indian

Killer. Any appearance outside of conventional Western standards of attractiveness is

tried by a jury of unkind peers. 

When Oscar returns to his old high school as a teacher, “Every day he watched

the ‘cool’ kids torture the crap out of the fat, the ugly, the unpopular, the African, the

Indian, the Arab, the immigrant, the strange, the feminino, the gay-- and in every one of

these clashes he saw himself. In the old days it had been the white kids who had been the

chief tormentors, but now it was kids of color who performed the necessaries” (264).15 On

a small scale, students behave as Trujillo did, internalizing idealized normalcy and

excising undesirables, through rhetoric at first, then violence as required. Yunior

sardonically calls such policing “the necessaries,” but the use of such a term is telling; in

order to create a sense of self, communities often find it vital to push out undesirable

elements. Oscar tries to provide guidance to the tortured students, “but the last thing a

14 “The only Haitian here is you, my love.”

15 Indicates a feminine man, as  feminina would be the adjective “feminine”. 
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freak wants is a helping hand from another freak. These boys fled from him in terror”

(265). For Oscar and other students like him, the policing function of a high school

education is powerfully present: “High school was the equivalent of a medieval spectacle,

like being put in the stocks and forced to endure the peltings and outrages of a mob of

deranged half-wits” (19). Non-conformity, whether involuntary or not, is experienced as

criminality. 

In addition to the rhetoric of racial purity, Trujillo also employed techniques of

panopticism, the creation of a feeling that one is always being watched and judged by a

figure of authority. Lauren Derby’s analysis of rhetoric from this era, in the article “In the

Shadow of the State: The Politics of Denunciation and Panegyric During the Trujillo

Regime in the Dominican Republic” explores the phenomenon of letters of denunciation.

During the height of Trujillo’s power, 1940 to 1958, the state-controlled newspaper, El

Caribe, published a daily column filled with letters from citizens denouncing friends,

neighbors, and public servants, accusing them of treasonous activities. Derby estimates

that over 30,000 letters were published, the sheer volume of which no doubt terrorized

most citizens with the thought of being brought to trial in print. The trujillato was marked

by a secret police and prison torture, and relied heavily on the sheer terror of Foucault’s

panopticism, the certainty always being watched by one’s supposed friends and

neighbors. In The Brief Wondrous Life, Abelard Cabral comes under suspicion by the

secret police merely for a joke made to friends in the night, but this nonetheless sends

him to be tortured into insanity. Yunior speculates at length about whether the joke was

made at all, whether Trujillo wanted Cabral out of the way in order to violate his daughter

or to destroy Cabral’s notes for a tell-all book.16 The reason, however, does not matter; the

16 In Blood Meridian, the kid finally gains access to language and begins to use it to
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most important fact is the sheer terror the possibility being taken away for a small,

supposedly private moment. Foucault’s panopticism, here so very evident, is the greatest

tool to assure normalized, conforming identities.

This feeling of always being watched and behaving accordingly follows the de

León s to America, on a far less horrifying but still pervasive level. Oscar’s identity is

constantly policed by his neighbors. As described in the first chapter, Oscar’s nerdiness,

obesity, and especially his lack of “game” is always commented on by his classmates,

family, and even strangers. Even without a secret police, a conforming identity is always

enforceable through the idea of an ever-watchful communal gaze, the threat of

disapproval by Them. When Yunior becomes Oscar’s roommate at Lola’s request, he

moves into Demarest Hall at Rutgers University, which he calls the “home of all the

weirdos and losers and freaks and fem-bots” (170). Yunior cannot do this without a bit of

an identity crisis: “Move in with him. In fucking Demarest [. . . .] Me, a guy who could

bench 340 pounds, who used to call Demarest Homo Hall like it was nothing” (170). This

particular building is not simply a dorm, but a house of confinement for this society’s

“freaks”; by moving in, Yunior comes under the more-careful gaze of Them, and is

deeply worried about it.

Trujillo’s secret police, used to enforce the culture of panopticism, attack Oscar’s

mother, resulting in a miscarriage, for intending to keep her unborn child by the husband

define himself and the world around him. The judge, however, ends this definitive

process easily by killing the kid. Despite the power invested in language in The Brief

Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao, there is always the looming threat of the violent destruction

of conflicting speech and writing. Oscar is killed violently in the end, despite his new

access to language represented by his completion of a novel.
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of Trujillo’s sister. This use of political force in personal matters emphasizes the

Foucauldian idea of a society that polices and criminalizes abnormal identities, in this

case in a literal sense. This, like emphasis on whiteness and the terror of the ever-

watchful eye, remain with the nation and its citizens long after the end of Trujillo’s

lifetime. 

Oscar’s beatings, resulting in his murder, are orchestrated by a police captain that

Yunior claims would have done very well under Trujillo’s regime, despite growing up

after his assassination. The captain is violent and reiterates Trujillo’s goals of idealized

whiteness and tight control in his every action. He sends policemen to beat and then

murder Oscar for his love affair with Ybón, of whom the captain is deeply possessive,

again reinforcing the use of government force for social violations. The original attack,

only meant to hospitalize Oscar and scare him off the island, is charged with the

trujillato’s image-consciousness. Instead of killing Oscar, the blue-eyed, whiter captain

originally perceives his blackness and ugliness as non-threatening to the captain’s sense

of identity as a paragon of masculinity, and only wants him to be back in the United

States, rather than wholly destroyed. He feels no need to make the violence personal by

doing it himself (196). When Oscar does not disappear, the captain has him shot, firmly

declaring that Oscar does not belong on the island, and is not part of his Dominican

national sense of identity.

Oscar’s murder takes place in 1995, but seems no different than the torture of his

grandfather Abelard in 1946 or the beating of his mother Belí in 1962. Despite being two

generations and thousands of miles away from the historical trujillato, Oscar and other

members of his generation experience a startlingly similar panopticism and pressures on
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their identities. The police state of mind exists far after the end of the police state, and

exerts itself on ideas of identity for generations after. 

Testimony: Indian Killer and Internalized Policing

Sherman Alexie’s Indian Killer self-consciously picks up several tropes of

detective novels, with a central story including a series of murders, multiple plotlines,

short and fast-paced chapters, many entitled “Testimony,” and the character of novelist

Jack Wilson, who decides to write a new work for his detective Aristotle Little Hawk

based on the very crimes that are happening throughout the novel. This awareness lends

itself well to an analysis with D. A. Miller’s work on crime novels in The 'ovel and the

Police. Through Foucault, Miller argues that the policing within nineteenth-century crime

novels comes not from the presence of actual policemen, but rather the internalized fear

of authority and social policing. 

Miller explores the terror that the prostitutes in Emile Zola’s novel 'ana

experience at the thought of policemen, even when they are in no immediate danger from

them, theorizing that their fear is really of the examination, both medical and judicial,

that they will face if arrested (Miller 21). Alexie’s protagonist, John Smith, experiences

intense paranoia beyond the rational, exhibiting a similar reaction, refusing to answer any

personal questions and expecting to be poisoned, and thus oppressed by white men. John

fears his boss and the other white members of his construction crew: “He was frightened

by his foreman and by all his co-workers. They were white men. They were white men

and he knew they talked about him. He knew they were plotting against him. There were

too many of them and too few of John” (131). He refuses to reveal any of himself to
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them, believing “They wanted to get him drunk and helpless” (131). Seeing these men as

representative of the oppressive white power, he includes “construction foreman” in his

list of white men who had “done the most harm to Indians” (29). This irrational fear of

authority figures grows throughout the novel, and he comes to believe that his friends at

his local donut shop “‘could be the devil,’” potentially creating an atmosphere of panic

for the reader, as the real authorities close in on John, his terror of authority becoming the

reader’s own. The quick pace of the novel not only echoes the speed of the detective

novel genre Alexie is working within, but also potentially replicates the terror, for the

reader, of being implicit in a crime. As Miller claims, this replication of a criminal’s panic

reminds readers of their fears of real-world authority and helps them internalize the

policing mechanisms necessary, in Foucault’s formulation, to proper socialization.

Many Indian characters in this novel have a double mistrust of authority due to

the treatment they have received from the American government. John and Reggie are so

concerned about proving themselves authentically Indian because white people are hated,

the enemy, never to be fully accepted. In Louise Erdrich’s novel Love Medicine (1984),

Gerry Nanapush continually escapes from the white prison because he rejects the

authority of the government: “Gerry‘s problem, you see, was that he believed in justice,

not laws [. . . .] For Gerry did not believe in fighting by any rules but reservation rules”

(201). However, as with the novels Miller discusses, rather than subverting fears of

authority, Gerry’s continuous escapes support them; he is always caught in the end, and

expects to be captured at any moment, his story ending with Gerry in a prison with even

tighter security. His story is treated with humor because his original sentence would have

ended long ago, but each escape adds to rather than subtracts from his debt to society; his
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refusal to submit to the court system is ridiculous in its impossibility. At the end of Indian

Killer, too, Reggie goes on the run, telling the driver he hitchhikes with the story of

Captain Jack, an Indian who “‘fought off the cavalry for months’” (408). However, “‘He

couldn’t fight forever, I guess. They gave up. [. . . .] They hung him, cut off his head, and

shipped it off to the Smithsonian’” (408). Reggie then explains that he is running because

Captain Jack “‘should have never surrendered’”; he intends to run as long as he can,

although he is aware that he will never be free of the terror of having his corpse exhibited

white man’s proof of their victory over Indian men (409). His fear of punishment

incapacitates him just as much, or more, than actual disciplinary action.

This anxiety also manifests itself for Catholic Indians, such as John’s first Indian

role model, Father Duncan, and Marie Lazarre of Love Medicine. In order to help John

deal with being Indian in a completely white world, his adoptive parents arrange for him

to be baptized and mentored by Father Duncan, an Indian Jesuit. Described as “an irony”

by the narrator, Father Duncan cannot reconcile his beliefs with his heritage (14). He

takes John to the Chapel of North American Martyrs to see stained-glass artwork

commemorating the killing of priests by Indians, and has great difficulty, because “As a

Jesuit, he knew those priests were martyred just like Jesus. As a Spokane Indian, he knew

those priests deserved to die for their crimes against Indians” (15). For John, Reggie, and

Father Duncan, it is impossible to reconcile whiteness and Christianity with Indian-ness.

Because of this, John and Reggie feel an intense pressure to prove themselves. In Love

Medicine as well, Marie is deeply troubled by her desire to be not only Catholic, but a

saint: “I was like those bush Indians who stole the holy black hat of a Jesuit and

swallowed little scraps of it to cure their fevers. But the hat itself carried smallpox and
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was killing them with belief” (45). Like Reggie, Marie is of mixed ancestry, embodying

the violent history between the two groups, fitting in nowhere. To other Indians, Marie is

not a true part of the group, although she marries an Indian man and becomes active in

the American Indian Movement. As she runs away from the convent, she has a physical

altercation with her future husband, Nector Kashpaw, who believes she has stolen from

the nuns. Throughout the fight, calls her “‘skinny white girl, dirty Lazarre!’” (64). He

considers her “family so low you cannot even think they are in the same class as

Kashpaws” (63). In this interaction, he is policing his social group, attempting to distance

himself not only from the criminal element, but also the racial impurity represented by

the Lazarre family. Of course, Nector also feels drawn to Marie in a way he cannot

explain, eventually marrying her; there is a painfully complicated relationship between

hatred for white society and a desire for all of the things that come along with being a

part of the socially powerful group.

Policing of identity along racial lines is in no way limited to the reservation. In

Alexie’s novel, the detectives are not the only ones investigating the murders in Seattle; a

radio host, Truck Schultz, dubs the murderer the Indian Killer, and inspires fear of

Indians in the public, causing a wave of hate crimes. This social policing, according to

Miller, and within Indian Killer, is the real threat: the actual police force is a bureaucratic

institution and subject to the laws; a roving band of angry young men with bats is not.

Mirroring law enforcement activity, Aaron Rogers, a racist college student who suspects

Indians of murdering his brother, and his henchmen Sean and Barry tune in to the Truck

Schultz radio show as if it were their police radio: “That was how David Roger’s brother

and roommates learned about the latest murder. Less than twenty minutes after they heard
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the news, Aaron and Barry were in downtown Seattle beating an old Indian named

Lester” (348). This is not their first attack, and they perform it with a new boldness, not

bothering to wear ski masks this time to hide their identity. Aaron believes that his actions

are socially sanctioned, arguing when questioned by Sean: “The police aren’t going to do

anything. Hell, the police are probably beating up Indians, too” (349). He believes he is

part of the police force, but also that the police are not doing enough, highlighting the

internalized and highly social policing that takes place in Indian Killer. Aaron’s sadly

misplaced sense of justice tells him that murderers must be punished by any means

necessary, even when that means becoming a criminal himself and attacking unrelated

innocents. The desire to police one’s community, to maintain control over one’s sense of

their group and personal identities, is strongly present, not only in these hate crimes, but

in all of the violent acts in these novels, from Reggie tearing at the blue eyes of white

men to John’s attack on the pretender to Indian-ness, Jack Wilson.

For Miller, social policing carries far more weight than the actual police force.

The 'ovel and the Police describes The Eustace Diamonds by Anthony Trollope, in

which a wealthy widow, Lizzie Greystock, is accused of burglary. Although Lizzie is

never convicted in a court of law, her trial and conviction by her social group is of far

greater concern to her as she is first ostracized, then tentatively reinstated. Miller

concludes: “Society has moved from red to black: from the direct and quasi-instantaneous

ceremonies of physical punishment to the prolonged mental mortifications of a diffuse

social discipline” (14). The discipline exercised in Indian Killer becomes physical, but it

is primarily social, spawned from the rhetoric of hate and fear. John Smith kills himself

before the police conclude that he was the Indian Killer, based on the testimony of Jack
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Wilson, who was physically attacked by John (415). Although he is never judicially

convicted, he is socially convicted, through popular opinion, Wilson’s latest Aristotle

Little Hawk novel, and a closed case file. 

Chapter Three

Tierra Entre Medio: Anzaldúa’s +epantlerism and Multiple Identities

“To survive the Borderlands / you must live sin fronteras / be a crossroads.”   

Gloria Anzaldúa, “To live in the Borderlands means you”

After exploring the impact of Foucauldian social policing on the fictive worlds of

our novels, the idea of a character creating or defining their own sense of identity (as

explored in the first chapter) seems largely hopeless. The overwhelming pressure of

societal expectations which requires us all to perform accepted identities, in the

formulations of Foucault, Judith Butler, and other social theorists, rings perhaps

depressingly true. The identities that Holden, John, Reggie, Oscar and Yunior are

expected to perform deeply trouble them. Is there a way for them to carve out a space for

an identity that both they and society can accept; is such a thing possible for any of their

fellow characters in their worlds?

Learning to Write “Indian” by Amelia V. Katanski describes off-reservation

boarding schools for Native Americans and the literature created by those students.
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According to Katanski, although the school officials took measures to create a rather

textbook Foucauldian atmosphere of policing, the individual students created a sense of

identity that retained their Indianness. Despite the systematic removal of tribal

knowledge, first languages and original names, “students explored and inhabited diverse

identities that contradict both nineteenth-century social evolutionism and our

contemporary understandings of ‘biculturalism.’ Students deployed identities within their

repertoires situationally to deny a simple, linear (and therefore genocidal) assimilative

process” (Katanski 8). By accessing multiple identity models, the students could refuse

the assimilation demanded by the white, Christian schools and yet receive the benefits

afforded to ‘successful’ Native American students. By using what is referred to variously

throughout this chapter as hybridization or multiplicity of identities, the student-authors

studied by Katanski achieve a working sense of personal identity that succeeds and yet

subverts.

Other terms for hybrid or multiple identities were developed by Gloria Anzaldúa,

a Chicana poet and important feminist theorist, who developed the idea of a “mestiza

consciousness,” a state of being and thinking created by living as a person of mixed

backgrounds. In a field in which seemingly dozens of terms refer to distinct and yet often

obscure definitions, choosing which terms to work with is very difficult. For me,

Anzaldúa’s terms carry the most weight because they come with the emotional emphasis

of her many essays. She defines her terms through an often heartbreaking explanation of

the lived experience of them, rather than a clinical definition using other terminology just

as confusing as the original term. I will use various other terms as they apply, but I tend

to favor Anzaldúa’s because, like her, the characters explored in this thesis rest in an
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uncomfortable in-between state that, at times, simply cannot be understood with the

coldness of “hybridity” or “multiple positionalities.” Although the term “mestiza”

originally indicated very specifically a mixed racial lineage of Mexican Indian-ness and

Europeanness, Anzaldúa extends it to her understand of her many conflicting identities,

for example, being a feminist in the chauvinistic Mexican-American culture, or being a

lesbian in a heteronormative world. 

Especially when one’s multiple backgrounds have troubled histories, one can feel

torn, as if nowhere is truly home. Anzaldúa, whose ancestry is Mexican Indian,

colonizing Spanish, and the newly colonizing white American, deeply felt this internal

conflict, much like John and Reggie of Indian Killer.  In Borderlands / La Frontera, she

explores how these conflicts cause pain and discomfort, but can also create a mestiza

consciousness, allowing the person to understand and maintain all of their identities at

once: “Rigidity means death. Only by remaining flexible is she able to stretch the psyche

horizontally and vertically [. . . .] The new mestiza copes by developing a tolerance for

contradictions, a tolerance for ambiguity [. . . .] She learns to juggle cultures. She has a

plural personality, she operates in the pluralistic mode-- nothing is thrust out, the good the

bad and the ugly, nothing rejected, nothing abandoned” (101). 

Anzaldúa builds upon the idea of mestiza consciousness in an anthology she co-

edited with Analouise Keating, this bridge we call home. In her editor’s introduction, she

explores the symbolism of the bridge and how a bridge can become the “home.” For her,

most people are not on an island of identity, but rather, live in the spaces between. She

calls this space “nepantla,” and those that inhabit it “nepantleras”: “Bridges span liminal

(threshold) spaces between worlds, spaces I call nepantla, a Nahuatal word meaning tierra
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entre medio.17 Transformations occur in this in-between space, an unstable, unpredictable,

precarious, always-in-transition space lacking clear boundaries [. . . .] Most of us dwell in

nepantla so much that it’s become a sort of “home” (Anzaldúa and Keating 1). This

concept of nepantla informs the goals of the collection: “Our goal is not to use differences

that separate us from others, but neither is it to gloss over those differences. Many of us

identify with groups and social positions not limited to our ethnic, racial, religious, class,

gender, or national classifications” (Anzaldúa and Keating 3). 

Although the nepantla is seen in the 2002 publication of this bridge we call home

as a place of beneficial and necessary growth, it is not always relaxing or comfortable to

inhabit. The ability to accept all facets of one’s identity comes after long years of feeling

unacceptable and receiving policing action from all groups one aims to be a part of.

Anzaldúa and Cherríe Moraga’s 1981 co-edited anthology This Bridge Called My Back

was aimed as a corrective within the largely white feminist movement to gain more

inclusion and understanding. For Moraga, the burden of bridging the gap between white

and women of color feminists falls to the women of color feminists. In Moraga’s

introduction to the first edition, she expresses pain, but also hope: “I will lay down my

body for that vision [. . . .] In my dream, I am always met at the river” (Anzaldúa and

Moraga xix). In Anzaldúa’s contribution to the anthology, called “La Prieta,”  she

describes the difficulties in being a bridge, expressing the pain it has caused her by using

profanity, calling the borderlands “a fucking crossroads” (Anzaldúa and Moraga 206).

Despite the discomfort, Moraga, Anzaldúa, and others seem to see it as a deeply

necessary concept, as Anzaldúa continued to explore this concept throughout her career. 

Other scholars have also explored a multiple identity model of the type Anzaldúa

17 Nahuatal is a Native Mexican language. 
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calls nepantlerism. “Border studies” for example, is a recent theoretical category

exploring what it means to live on the borders of identity categories, physically or

mentally. In her study “Migrations, Diasporas, and Borders,” Susan Stanford Friedman

explains the theoretical and political importance of the metaphor of the border: “As lines

that divide and join, borders function figuratively as the point of connection and

disconnection between differences.” Friedman suggests the contradictions inherent in

living on the border, but I find personal essays within theoretical arguments to be the

most helpful in an understanding of the discomfort brought about by a “border identity.”

In her article “Living Fearlessly With and Within Difference: My Search for Identity

Beyond Categories and Contradictions,” included in this bridge we call home, Shefali

Milczareck-Desai describes the power of discovering that her many identities were not, in

fact, in irreconcilable conflict, but could be maintained in the same identity at the same

time. Milczareck-Desai grew up with feelings of great uneasiness over the hard South

Asian Indian and American distinctions given to her by family and friends. By exploring

new ideas of feminism, she can reconcile her hybrid identities. She finds in third-world

feminism a place in between for both her conception of feminism and herself, by

embracing Chela Sandoval’s definition of Third World feminism: “According to

Sandoval, ‘differential consciousness’ refers to the ability to ‘read the current situation of

power’ and ‘to self-consciously [choose] and [adopt] the ideological form best suited to

push against its configurations’ [. . . .] Thus, Third world feminism gives expression to

our ability- largely born out of necessity- to move/travel/flow in and among our many

selves” (Anzaldúa and Keating 132). This formulation is just what Milczareck-Desai

needed: “By practicing Third World Feminism- that is, by acknowledging that my many
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identities existed simultaneously and allowing each its own expression- I finally saw a

way to escape my lifelong dilemma of having to choose between selves” (Anzaldúa and

Keating 132). Rather than facing an impossible choice, Milczareck-Desai was now able

to practice nepantlerism, to live within a liminal identity.

The idea of multiplicity of identity is available for literary criticism as well as for

feminist thought. In Mae Gwendolyn Henderson’s “Speaking in Tongues: Dialogics and

Dialectics and the Black Woman Writer’s Literary Tradition,” she argues through Bahktin

that black women’s writing is “‘privileged’ by a social positionality that enables them to

speak in dialogically racial and gendered voices to the other(s) both within and without”

(Henderson 2). Henderson refers to this multiple positionality with Barbara Christian’s

term “creative dialogue,” and applies this to an analysis of the social identities created

and/or represented in several black women’s novels (Henderson 3). In the writing she

explores, Henderson finds that the writers and their characters speak in many languages,

slipping between them “with varying degrees of intensity, privileging one parole then

another. One discovers in these writers a kind of internal dialogue reflecting an

intrasubjective engagement with the intrasubjective aspects of self [. . . .] It is this

subjective plurality (rather than the notion of the cohesive or fractured subject) that,

finally, allows the black woman to become an expressive site for a dialectics/dialogics of

identity and difference” (Henderson 15). Because black women occupy multiple social

positions, they can speak and write from their plural subjectivities; as Milczareck-Desai

discovered, identity is rarely singular, but usually plural. 

As discussed in the first chapter, Yunior of The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao

also has access to subjective plurality, using various languages available to him from his
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multiple identities. His ability to use the language of Dominican machismo as easily as he

uses the language of the sci-fi fanboy allows him to exist in both worlds and maintain

both identities without the intense social policing that follows Oscar. Through his

language(s), he expresses his multiple identities, his nepantlerism, which allows him to

end the novel considering himself happy and far less troubled by his identity than

Holden, John and Reggie.

Do the worlds of The Catcher in the Rye and Indian Killer allow for a nepantlera

identity in this way? Holden, John and Reggie find themselves troubled by the seeming

impossibility of inhabiting any singular identity. Although the plural identity of the

borderlands is uncomfortable, Anzaldúa, Milczareck-Desai and others see it as the only

way to contain multiple, even conflicting, identities when one cannot fit into the socially

prescribed identity. These male characters interact with other characters that practice

nepantlerism, Phoebe Caulfield and Marie Polatkin. Why, then, can Holden, John and

Reggie not find themselves a place in the nepantla?

When Holden visits his younger sister, Phoebe, in their family apartment, he looks

through her notebook, which lists her name as Phoebe Weatherfield Caulfield. Holden

seems to find this charming: “That killed me. Her middle name is Josephine, for God’s

sake, not Weatherfield. She doesn’t like it though. Every time I see her she’s got a new

middle name for herself” (160). Phoebe’s desire to change names with such frequency

points to her fluid sense of identity. On the notebook’s next page, she rewrites her newest

name five times, once adding an “Esq.” to her identifier, playing with not only her name,

but her gender, since “esquire,” according to the Oxford English Dictionary, refers

specifically to gentlemen. During his visit, Phoebe begins to tell Holden about her role in
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the school play: “‘I’m Benedict Arnold [. . . .] It starts out when I’m dying. This ghost

comes in on Christmas Eve and asks me if I’m ashamed and everything’” (162). Phoebe

refers to herself as experiencing the play rather than relating the plot; by saying “I’m

Benedict Arnold,” rather than “I’m playing Benedict Arnold,” Phoebe again illustrates the

flexibility of her sense of self. Additionally, her excitement about performance indicates,

at some level, a comfort with acting, adopting a fictional identity.

Similarly, Holden changes his name several times within the novel, introducing

himself as Rudolf Schmidt and Jim Steele. However, unlike Phoebe, this name-changing

troubles Holden and makes him feel like a “phony.” Phoebe is allowed a fluid identity

because she is so young. While describing her notebook, Holden thinks, “I can read that

kind of stuff, some kid’s notebook, Phoebe’s or anybody’s, all day and all night long.

Kid’s [sic] notebooks kill me” (161); here he defines Phoebe’s identity primarily as

young, since her notebooks, where she experiments with her identity, fit easily into the

same category as all other “kid’s notebooks.” The Catcher in the Rye, in the broadest

strokes, is a story about growing up, about an attempt to negotiate an adult identity.

Holden’s experimental names are no longer acceptable to him; he feels that he must

maintain only one identity. He sees no adults slipping between identities; Mr. Antolini,

for example, is read by Holden as having homosexual feelings but, we assume, ignores

them and lives as a married man, revealing his secret side only while drunk. When

Holden claims a different name, he often has guilty feelings that accompany those lies.

As Jim Steele, he tells the tourist girl Marty that he has seen Gary Cooper, and “I’d just

about broken her heart- I really had. I was sorry as hell I’d kidded her. Some people you

shouldn’t kid, even if they deserve it” (74). His efforts at a new identity only sadden him.
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Throughout the novel, he is deeply troubled by the problem of authenticity,

labeling dozens of people, places and things as “phony.” Phoebe can slip between herself

and Benedict Arnold, but Holden considers the famous acting pair, the Lunts, unlikeable:

“They didn’t act like people and they didn’t act like actors [. . . .] it was too much like

people talking and interrupting each other” (126). For a sense of self that Holden can

accept for his adult identity, it would need to read as authentic to him, and the idea of

changeability strikes him as inauthentic. Unlike Anzaldúa, Milckzareck-Desai and

Yunior, Holden sees only one acceptable adult identity, and has no other identities within

himself to turn to. He considers the creation of a new identity inauthentic; nepantlerism is

not a viable option for him. 

Sherman Alexie's Indian Killer prominently features the contentious mestiza

identity that Anzaldúa discusses: the colonizer and the colonized heritage in one identity.

However, unlike Anzaldúa, John and Reggie do not find nepantlerism a viable category

for a sense of self. Marie Polatkin, Reggie's cousin and John's vaguely romantic

acquaintance, is a citizen of the nepantla, so it exists in the world of this novel; what

blocks John and Reggie from inhabiting the borderlands with Marie?

Like John and Reggie, Marie is visually identified as Indian, although she also has

a partially white heritage. She is not at all disturbed by this dual ethnicity and enacts

various identities outside of the Indian/white binary structure.  She is first introduced by

appearance, called “a small Indian woman” (31). This description is followed quickly by

her identity as student activist: “She was the activities coordinator for the Native

American Students Alliance at the University” (31).  Where John and Reggie are defined

by their conflicted identities, Marie defines herself through her activities, which mark her
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as “Indian student.” However, those are not the only identities she claims; when Professor

Mather asserts, “I understand what you're going through, I really do. An Indian woman in

college. I understand. I'm a Marxist,” Marie responds sardonically, “I'm a Libra” (85).

Through humor, she resists both Mather's simplistic formulation of her identity and his

insistence that he understands. Marie is additionally known by the name of “The

Sandwich Lady” to the homeless of Seattle to whom she delivers meals. For an entire set

of characters, she is not identified by her ethnicity or her status as a student, but by her

philanthropic relationship to them. 

Marie's ability to maintain multiple identities seems to stem importantly from her

double marginalization. After Professor Mather closes his office door to her, Marie

thinks, “Mather would never have treated a white student that badly, nor would he have

shut the door in the face of a man” (85).  It is perhaps, then, significant that Anzaldúa's

personal noun for a citizen of the borderlands is nepantlera, the final “a” indicating a

female body. Although Anzaldúa extends nepantlerism to men in her introduction to this

bridge we call home, the theoretical work done on mestiza consciousness and multiple

identities is largely but not exclusively done by feminist critics. If nepantlerism is not

necessarily limited by gender, it seems that a flexible identity is a feature of female

characters more frequently. However, Yunior, a male character written by a male author,

is arguably a nepantlera. 

Another barrier to nepantlerism in Indian Killer is the problem of authenticity.

Both male characters that claim a dual identity are Professor Mather and the novelist Jack

Wilson, portrayed as pretenders to their chosen Indian identity. Ernest Stromberg’s article

“The Only Real Indian is a Dead Indian: The Desire for Authenticity in James Welch’s
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The Death of Jim Loney” explores a common critical desire to situate “authentic

Indianness” even within a text that is as explicitly unconcerned with the authentic as

Stromberg claims this novel is. Because of the history of cultural co-option by white

American society in novels such as the ones studied in Professor Mather’s curriculum,

authenticity has become paramount for many critics. The question of authenticity causes

a particular anxiety for Indians, as tribal cultures were forcibly evacuated from the lives

of Indians, as discussed in Learning to Write “Indian.” Stromberg problematizes this

desire to authenticate, pointing in part to a presentation on Indian Killer by Jan Roush

before the Western Literature Association that concludes that Native American detective

fiction “is not Indian” (Stromberg 35). For Stromberg, this is a particularly dangerous

assertion because “Such a critical boundary can threaten to become authoritative,

confining Native American writers to stock forms and representations” (35). Stromberg

sees in The Death of Jim Loney an emphasis on a non-traditional and non-fixed Indian

identity, as personified by Loney’s sister Kate, who is not as troubled by her “biracial”

status, and embraces a “pan-Indian” identity, self-consciously wearing jewelry from

tribes in which she is in no way a legal member (50). As with Marie, her identity is not

binary, but mestiza, a member of a larger world community.

The problem of authenticity for Native Americans is not only literary or cultural,

but political as well; Stromberg claims, “Recently Congress passed a law requiring

Native American artists to certify their Indian identity, and any federally unrecognized

tribe seeking recognition status must traverse a bureaucratic labyrinth to establish

authentic Indianness” (Stromberg 36). The questioning of authenticity is a daily reality

for many people who consider themselves “biracial,” “bicultural” or other formulations.
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In “Forced to Pass and Other Sins Against Authenticity,” Kerry Anne Rockquemore

describes her experiences living in a body that is read variously as black and white, yet

never simultaneously so. This experience leaves her with a feeling that she is betraying

her sense of identity by being read as attempting to “pass”: “According to the identity

commandments, passing is a sin against authenticity. Thou shalt not pretend to be

something that you are not [. . . .] [In a fantasy of identity] we all fit into some neat

conglomeration of social categories and it’s just too confusing if we can’t take people at

face value” (17). Rockquemore is, of course, poking fun at the supposedly fixed and

separate identity categories that, in her experience, are incredibly malleable if not

completely imaginary. However, the feeling of an inauthentic claim to an identity is

experienced on a daily basis, especially by people of a mixed heritage. The problem of

maintaining a feeling of authenticity within a nepantlera framework is certainly a difficult

and perhaps unsolvable one. 

Another difficulty for the nepantlera is the problem of reception; will your

multiple and changing identities be accepted by various cultural groups, and received in

the way that you hope? In Maxine Hong Kingston’s novel Tripmaster Monkey, the

protagonist Wittman Ah Sing must negotiate the multiple identities he has received as a

second-generation Asian American living in San Francisco: his name suggests Walt

Whitman, but his personality suggests Monkey, a Chinese trickster, and he speaks

Spanish with an elderly Chinese woman in an unemployment office.18 Wittman is

18 Like Alexie, Kingston’s relative “authenticity” has come under fire. In “Ethnicity and

Ethnography: The Artist’s Fiction as a Cultural Artifact in the Works of Maxine Hong

Kingston,” Sandra Kumamoto Stanley explores the objections of Chinese American

men’s cultural group The Big Aiiieeeee to Kingston’s fiction, claiming that it does not
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certainly living on the borderlands; when he writes and produces a play based on Chinese

folktales, he invites his multicultural cast of family, friends and acquaintances to perform.

He calls for them to bring in props and set pieces: “Most people brought as costumes and

props Chinesy things they happened to have around the house, such as nightgown

kimono, wedding kimino and obi, dragoned jackets that they sell to G. I.s in Korea,

yarmulkes, borlas [. . . .] a Buddha bottle with a head that unscrews” (277). For these

members of Wittman’s multicultural community, “Chinese” indicates an amalgamation of

various cultural symbols that have very little to do with “Chinese authenticity,” but have

everything to do with their lived experience of Kingston’s San Francisco. The narrator

then instructs: “Make something of it. Use it. From these chicken scraps and dog scraps,

learn what a Chinese-American is made up of [. . . .] Write the play ahead of them to

include everyone and everything” (277). Wittman is commanded to leave nothing out, as

in Anzaldúa’s formulation of mestiza consciousness. 

Unfortunately for Wittman, this performance of his fluid cultural identity is not

the final image of the novel. The reviews of the performance appear in local newspapers,

and send Wittman into a nearly chapter-long rant; some critics read it as excitingly exotic,

while others read it as safely non-exotic. For Wittman, these categorizations do not

properly represent his lived experience: “‘Do I have to explain why ‘exotic’ pisses me

off, and ‘not exotic’ pisses me off? They’ve got us in a bag, which we aren’t punching our

way out of’” (308). The final image of the novel is, again, a representation of the lived

experience, the hybridity and fluidity of the culture Wittman and his community inhabit:

accurate capture what is “authentically” Chinese.  Stanley indicates that Frank Chin,

Kingston’s main opponent, seems to be concerned that Kingston embraces quite a bit of

American feminism.
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“To drums and horns, the dragons and lions were dancing again, a bunny-hopping conga

line that danced out of the house and into the street. Wittman’s community was blessing

him, whether he liked it or not” (340). This image indicates the rhythms of Latin

America, Asia, and the WASP-iest of sock-hops, all melding together in a street

celebration, reaffirming the importance of life over the rhetoric of neatly separated

identity categories. 

Developing and maintaining a mestiza consciousness, nepantlerism, or a hybrid

identity certainly does not solve any and all identity crises. One is still subject to the

questioning of authenticity and to the problems of recognition. Identity, created by the

individual character, is yet subject to the authority of the world they inhabit, although

strategies to achieve acceptance of that identity can have relative success.
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Conclusion: “This Is What a            Looks Like” 

In Sherman Alexie’s latest novel, 2007’s The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-

Time Indian, a very smart young boy named Arnold is given the chance to leave the

reservation to attend a white school nearby. Although he understands the new

opportunities available to him, he experiences quite a bit of discomfort because he is now

marked as different both at home and abroad, losing his reservation friends and having a

hard time making new ones. However, by the end of the novel, Arnold learns to negotiate

his newly ambiguous identity. He accomplishes this through a new understanding of what

could perhaps be termed nepantlerism: “I realized that, sure, I was a Spokane Indian. I

belonged to a tribe. But I also belonged to the tribe of American immigrants. And to the

tribe of basketball players. And to the tribe of bookworms” (156). Arnold goes on to list

eleven more tribes he belongs to, from “tortilla-chips-and-salsa lovers” to “beloved

sons.” Despite these hardships of identity, it ends with Arnold’s acceptance of his

multiple identities, ones that transcend the various societal boundaries of ethnicity, class

and even gender: “It was a huge realization. And that’s when I knew I was going to be

okay” (156). 

Within popular opinion in the real world, it sometimes seems that Arnold’s
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“multi-tribal” formulation of himself must be utterly impossible. Identity categories are

so often presented to us as distinct, despite endless lived experiences to the contrary. For

example, after last November’s decision in California to overturn the right to same-sex

marriages, some political pundits cast the conflict as one between black and gay

populations, thus linguistically writing out the possibility of any individual who identifies

as both. This is deeply troubling because, as I hope this thesis has shown, identities,

whether fictional or real, cannot fit into an identity box with such ease. Our cultural

emphasis on a strict idea of what an identity should look like damages us all. We are all,

in one way or another, like Arnold; liking books “too much,” liking sports “not enough,”

or any number of supposed cultural deficiencies or excesses that mark us as socially

Other even in the smallest ways,. Since it is so impossible for any of us to fit into a

carefully pre-defined self, it is intriguing and frightening that society as a whole places so

much emphasis on being “normal.”

This thesis has come at an interesting time for both our country and myself.  As I

was working on my first chapter, exploring how a fictional identity is created, I could

also see political identities being created any time I watched a 2008 presidential election

debate or read a bit of news. Barack Obama’s ethnic and religious identity, of course,

suddenly became a very hot topic; my grandmother is still pretty sure that he is a

practicing Muslim. Aside from that, Obama’s identity was self-consciously created as

“calm” and “intellectual,” while his rival John McCain dubbed himself a “maverick.”

While it was a fascinating, it was also terrifying: voters were being courted based on

broad demographic concerns, as when Vice Presidential nominee Sarah Palin aimed for

fellow “hockey moms.” Instead of individuals, we have become “voting blocks,”
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somehow politically homogenous. 

Without any background in political science, I cannot say if demographic courting

is, in fact, a useful strategy. However, it seems to depend on individuals so strongly

desiring to belong to their demographic group that they politicize that identity, voting

because of “who they are.” By exploring the mechanics of identity, as I have done in this

thesis, I feel that everyone can better understand how their identities are being potentially

used by others, for example, how they are being marketed to during their favorite

television shows. This ability to read situations critically is also, I believe, the greatest

tool studying literature can provide; I intend to teach high school English for this very

purpose.

During the early portions of this thesis, I learned that, much to my surprise, I have

been a feminist perhaps all my life. Due to frustrating “common knowledge”

formulations, I understood feminists to be humorless, hairy men-haters. Although

advocating various feminist principles for years, I had to assume that since I am

interested in fashion and celebrities and the care of small children, I must be something

else entirely. Then, in some ways by pure coincidence, I decided to take Professor Miriam

Wallace’s feminist theory course in the fall, which certainly changed my life and also, the

direction of my thesis. In that course, we read selections from this bridge we call home,

introducing me to Anzaldúa’s concept of nepantlerism, of having an identity that does not

fit into culturally dictated norms. The essays in that collection not only allowed me to

accept my own brand of feminism, but also to synthesize the discussions of my first two

chapters into a different way to understand what that slippery term “identity” can mean. I

have since found jezebel.com, a website for feminists who, like me, love watching
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America’s 'ext Top Model and also critiquing the disturbing beauty standards that the

fashion industry promotes.

In order to write a thesis of manageable size, it was necessary to limit my field of

study, in the main, to three novels. I chose these three because of their emotional appeal

to me as a reader; the crises of identity faced by these characters seemed to me painful,

and that content seemed a particularly interesting target for critical attention. I confess

that my personal enjoyment of these three novels also had quite a bit to do with it-- once I

fall in love with a text, it is hard for me to turn my eyes elsewhere. During my search, I

read many other works that brought up interesting questions and topics for comparison.

In the interest of not losing my mind, I limited my discussion of many other amazing

texts with conflicted male identities, most notably Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man and

Karen Yamashita’s Tropic of Orange. 

I have found that, in the end, what is important about identity is its endless

ambiguity. The trouble with identity boundaries is that they are so firm as to cause

stagnation, allowing no room for growth and change. Just like an identity in reality, the

fictional identities I have explored also have no hard and fast endpoint. Time, in the

novels I have chosen, is not linear; it interpolates memory within narrative time,

highlighting the importance of the characters’ pasts on their ever-evolving senses of self. 

Similarly, each of the novels I discuss contains a perhaps troublingly indefinite

ending. As The Catcher in the Rye concludes, we have no idea whether Holden will be

able to overcome his competing desires for rebellion and conformity, or whether it will

simply cause him further mental breakdowns. In The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao,

we are told that Oscar has finally completed his novelistic masterpiece, what he considers
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his self-defining action; however, he may have been murdered before he was able to

place it in an accessible location. And, perhaps most frustrating for readers, we can never

be sure of the “true” identity of the titular Indian Killer, despite the insistence by the

police that is John Smith (I personally suspect Marie Polatkin and Jack Wilson because

they do not fit the popular profile of “Indian man” in a text so concerned with identity

transgression, but know just a little too much about the case). This novelistic ambiguity is

essential to an understanding of each character’s sense of identity and to this thesis: as a

long process that may never lead to conclusive answers, but ever more interesting

questions.
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